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1989-2009
Twenty years of the Machinery 
Directive
Twenty years of union action to raise 
standards
Frédéric Rey, journalist,  
with Clotilde de Gastines, journalist

This brochure from the ETUI takes stock 
of trade union participation in European 
standardization over the twenty years since 
the Machinery Directive was adopted. Since 
1989, the ETUI has helped to develop ways 
and means by which to give workers an ac-
tive say in technical standards development. 

It is highly complex work, but work that is 
vital to their safety because poorly-designed 
machines cause injury, illness and death. 
This booklet looks at what trade unionists 
across Europe from Sienna to Hamburg 
and Brussels to Rouen are doing with doc-
tors, ergonomists and engineers to see that 
machinery is designed not just with the 
financial bottom line, but also and especially 
human factors, in mind.

ETUI, 2009
ISBN 2-87452-151-5, 36 pages, 17 x 24 cm, 10 EUR

Also available in French

The impact of safety representatives 
on occupational health. 
A European perspective
Maria Menéndez, Joan Benach, 
Laurent Vogel (coordinators)

Does the presence of union officials in a 
workplace actually help to improve safety 
and health protection for workers? To try 
and answer this question, three researchers 
reviewed the studies done on the matter in 
Europe. They conclude that having trade un-
ion representation leads to better observance 
of the rules, lower accident rates and fewer 
work-related health problems. This report 

starts with a status review of safety reps in 
the EU, followed by an analysis of the condi-
tions and factors for effective representation, 
and concludes by attempting to pinpoint the 
key needs and challenges for trade unions, 
safety reps, researchers, policy-makers and 
government agencies. 
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ISBN 2-87452-144-7, 32 pages, 21 x 29.5 cm, 20 EUR
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and Turkish
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Newsflash…

Hospitals: Agreement on 
needlestick injuries

On 9 June, the European Federation of 
Public Service Unions (EPSU) and the Eu-
ropean Hospital and Healthcare Employers’ 
Association (HOSPEEM) announced the 
signing of a European agreement, which is 
set to prevent over 1 million medical sharps 
injuries a year for healthcare workers.

Welcoming the agreement, the Presi-
dent of EPSU’s Health Committee, Karen 
Jennings, stated that, “this represents 
tremendous progress for the European 
hospital social dialogue process, but most 
importantly it makes a clear and positive 
contribution to the working lives of Eu-
rope’s healthcare workers”. 

The aim of the negotiations was to 
reach a European-wide agreement on 
measures to tackle the issue of injuries 
from sharps, such as needlesticks, in hospi-
tals. This issue has been estimated to cause 
up to one million injuries to healthcare 
staff each year.

The European social partners will ask 
the Commission to put this agreement to 
the Council of Ministers for implementa-
tion through an EU directive. This is the 
first formal agreement between the Euro-
pean hospital social partners.

-----------------
Source : EPSU

Asbestos: workers not sufficiently 
protected

European legislation sets a limit value of 0.1 
fibre per cm3 for occupational exposure to 
different types of asbestos fibre. This rep-
resents 100 fibres per litre of air breathed. 
The exposure value is calculated with the 
use of optical microscopes and does not 
include the finest and shortest fibres.

In February 2009, the French Agency 
for Environmental and Occupational Sani-
tary Safety (AFSSET) published a report on 
the impact of these fine and short fibres on 
health. On 15 September, the same agency 
drew the obvious conclusions from this 
report by calling for the current limit value 
to be reduced tenfold. The Agency states 
that with the present limit value, workers 
exposed to asbestos run an unacceptable 
risk: an additional 3.3 cases of cancer for 
1000 workers exposed, compared with the 
cancer rate in the general population.

The Agency also recommends a new 
technique for counting asbestos fibres so 
as to include short and fine fibres. This will 
require switching from optical microscopy 
to electronic microscopy.

-----------------
Source : Afsset

Furniture industry employers, 
unions demand tougher 
formaldehyde rules

The European Federation of Building and 
Wood Workers (EFBWW) and the Euro-
pean Furniture Manufacturers Federation 
(EFMF) on behalf of producers want the 
EU to legislate on formaldehyde, a chemical 
widely used in furniture manufacture. 

In a Joint Declaration, the two organ-
izations call for “legislation requiring that 
all materials used in furniture put on the 
market in the EU have the lowest possible 
emission level based on the best available 
technology”.

Both the union and the employers' 
organisation say that their first concern is 
the health and safety of their workers and 
their consumers. 

The two organizations want formal-
dehyde put onto the new list of indicative 
occupational exposure limit values drawn 
up under the EU’s Chemical Agents Direc-
tive. Putting formaldehyde on the list 
would force EU Member States to bring in 
national exposure limits, which could still 
always be higher than the level set by EU 
law.

The International Agency for Re-
search on Cancer (IARC) classifies formal-
dehyde as carcinogenic to humans (Group 1). 
Formaldehyde is used mainly in the pro-
duction of resins that are used as adhesives 
and binders for wood products, paper 
pulp, paper, glasswool and rockwool. It is 
also used extensively in the production of 
plastics and coatings, textile finishing and 
the manufacture of industrial chemicals. It 
is used as a disinfectant and preservative in 
many applications.

-----------------
Source : ETUI
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Significant excess of mortality from 
cancer in the construction industry

A study, published on 21st July 2009, has 
shown a significant excess of mortality 
from cancer, specially tumors of the respi-
ratory system, and accidental falls among 
workers in the building sector in France. 

Researchers from the French Insti-
tute for Public Health Surveillance have 
analysed premature mortality – occurring 
before the age of 65 – in a cohort of 97,981 
men including 12,788 construction workers. 
Among workers from the building sector, 
1,908 deaths were observed during the 
study period (1974-1999).

"Despite the possible role of lifestyle, 
such as alcohol, tabacco and food, and the 
potential limitations of the study, excess 
mortality was observed among construc-
tion workers for several causes possibly 
related to known occupational factors", 
concluded the researchers. 

-----------------
Source : InVS

Ninety percent of protective 
workwear does not meet EU rules 

Clothing meant to protect against liquid 
splashes and spray wetting does not work, 
reveals Santé & Travail. The magazine 
has had sight of a French Labour Ministry 
memo that unveils the findings of tests 
done on ten models. It is a damning re-
port: of the ten models from six different 
manufacturers tested, nine do not meet the 
requirements of the EU’s Personal Protec-
tive Equipment (PPE) Directive. Six of the 
models even let the chemicals tested seep 
straight through. They “therefore provide 
no protection whatever”, notes the Labour 
Ministry. 

The French authorities also found 
another problem with these coveralls: “they 
are designed to protect against particular 
chemicals, whereas in real life, the chemi-
cals used are very often mixtures, i.e., prep-
arations containing different chemicals.” 

These are extremely worrying find-
ings. They show that workers have been 
going effectively unprotected from CMRs 
(carcinogens, mutagens and reprotoxins) 
in many sectors, especially agriculture, as 
a body of research has found that 99% of 
cases of contamination by toxic chemicals 
is via the skin rather than the airways as 
was long believed.

-----------------
Source : Santé & Travail

Stoiber group onslaught against 
framework directive

A group of experts appointed by the Eu-
ropean Commission to promote “better 
regulation” wants small firms not to have 
to produce a written risk assessment in 
certain conditions. 

“If an employer is unwilling to write 
down the results of an assessment, there is 
no point in calling for systematic manage-
ment of health and safety in these firms”, 
says Laurent Vogel, Director of the ETUI’s 
Health and Safety Department.

The group is also known as the 
“Stoiber Group” after its chairman, the con-
servative former premier of Bavaria. Most 
of the Stoiber Group’s members view the 
obligation to manage health and safety at 
work by processing, keeping and communi-
cating important data as an administra-
tive burden on firms. The Group’s opinion, 
handed in to the Commission at the end 
of May, is that about 90% of the business 
spend on implementing the framework 
directive could be avoided if there were 
no legislation. It also calls for cuts of up to 
20% in workplace inspections. 

The Stoiber Group’s opinion is based 
on estimates produced by a consortium 
of consultants – Capgemini, Deloitte and 
Ramboll Management – tasked with meas-
uring the costs of a range of Directives in 
thirteen different areas. 

“The replies to a handful of interviews 
done in a scattering of countries have been 
arbitrarily scaled up. The estimates show 
they have no grasp on reality. For instance, 
the consortium claims that it takes 1 400 
minutes to report a work accident in Ro-
mania compared to 5 minutes in Sweden”, 
argues Laurent Vogel.

The consortium should have reported 
in late 2008 for the policy debate to be 
held in 2009. It missed that deadline. 
Unfounded claims are being held out as 
fact, without having been discussed in the 
public arena. Commissioner Verheugen 
recently told the European Parliament that 
the consortium had pocketed 17 million 
euros for this work. A fine example of cut-
ting administrative costs!

-----------------
Source : ETUI
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Suicides at France Telecom: 
privatization at work?

25 suicides in under two years at France’s 
national telecoms company have put a big 
media spotlight on the issue of psychoso-
cial risks. “These suicides reflect a work 
organization and management methods 
that are having destructive effects on the 
mental health of individual workers, and on 
work forces by destroying their identifica-
tion with their work, the ties of solidarity 
and support that they could offer to work-
ers”, says Laurent Vogel. The Director of the 
ETUI’s Health and Safety Department ar-
gues that firms are shirking their responsi-
bilities: “The companies concerned often go 
into a blanket denial, blaming suicides on 
problems in life outside the workplace, as if 
people’s private lives were not shaped to a 
large extent by their working conditions.”

The shroud of silence at France Tel-
ecom was lifted by the unions, hammering 
away with a well-articulated campaign to 
expose and break the taboo around the 
problem. The rising suicide rate is not un-
connected with company’s particular situ-
ation. It is a public service that was turned 
into a private business. “It went from 
being a profession working on addressing 
people’s needs to fulfilling increasingly 
demanding financial profitability require-
ments that had nothing to do with meeting 
public needs”, argues Laurent Vogel. 

France Telecom offers a dramatic 
illustration of what can happen when 
public services are dismantled by European 
privatization policy. This was behind man-
agement’s root-and-branch reorganization 
of the company which led to the closure of 
many local centres. About 75 000 of its 100 
000 workers still have civil servant status. 
“Some of these workers, who cannot easily 
be sacked, have been harassed into resign-
ing”, points out the expert. 

By early October 2009, the impact of 
the suicides had reached such a pitch that 
the Labour Ministry called on firms with 
over 1 000 workers to negotiate a company 
agreement to take action on the European 
agreement on stress. Prior to that, French 
bosses had done little to give effect to the 
French national agreement transposing the 
European agreement.
-----------------
Source : ETUI

Newsflash 3/3

8.6% of EU workers have work-
related health problems 

Eurostat’s 2007 general survey of the Euro-
pean Union’s (EU) labour force included a 
module on work accidents and work-related 
health problems. The initial findings reveal 
that in the EU-27, 8.6% of workers had 
experienced a work-related health problem 
in the twelve months up to the survey. 

The figures are broadly the same for 
men (8.53%) and women (8.59%), even 
though women account for only a small 
percentage of recognized occupational 
illnesses in the EU. Looked at by type 
of health problem, the building industry 
has the highest rate of musculoskeletal 
disorders, while banking and insurance 
have most cases of stress-, anxiety- and 
depression-related problems.

The data vary considerably between 
countries, so the survey is not a sufficiently 
robust basis for comparison between na-
tional situations. 

-----------------
Source : ETUI

Taking stock of Barroso: five lost 
years?  

The Barroso I Commission’s record on 
health and safety at work is the worst-ever 
in the history of Community policy in the 
field. The main legislative proposals in 
the EU’s strategy 2002-2006 are still una-
dopted as 2009 draws to a close! That is the 
damning finding made by the ETUI as the 
Portuguese Commission President embarks 
on his second term.

The revision of the Carcinogens Di-
rective has been going on for five years and 
is still not done. The REACH Regulation 
classifies reprotoxins as substances of very 
high concern, but the Barroso I Commis-
sion did not see fit to draw the conclusions 
of this for workers' health. The adoption 
of exposure limits for the most dangerous 
chemicals seems at a dead halt. The Mus-
culoskeletal Disorders Directive is still no-
where in sight. The strategy adopted for the 
period 2007-2012 is very vague and lacking 
any concrete objectives for work-related 
illnesses. And all this as the International 
Labour Organisation is reporting that 
around 160 000 people die each year in the 
European Union of preventable causes.

As the ETUI sees it, the big battles 
fought by the Barroso I Commission have 
been waged against health and safety at 
work. It tried to push through a retrograde 
revision of the Working Time Directive that 
would have allowed the working week to be 
lengthened up to 65 hours in certain cases. 
Happily, the European Parliament stepped 
in to foil the attempt, just as it protected 
the main provisions of REACH against a 
Commission which more than once forsook 
its own proposal in the face of chemical 
industry pressure. 

-----------------
Source : ETUI
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Editorial
Spotlighting the health impacts
of work

Health and safety at work gets little play in 
the media – and then often only at times of 
scandal or disaster. This sporadic attention 
leaves the routine here-and-now – the effects 
of work on health every day – in the dark. We 
get daily reports on stock market prices, but 
what about the price people pay for creating 
material wealth? 

Going into work with muscle pain, or 
being made ill or worse by poor working 
conditions are commonplace. The different 
social classes are nowhere near equal where 
reaching pensionable age in good health is 
concerned. Not many building workers or 
hospital nurses last out a full career. There 
are also big health inequalities at the start of 
working life. Temps and other types of con-
tingent worker tend to have higher accident 
rates, while immigrant workers are unexpect-
edly welcome when dirty jobs are to be done 
for a pittance.

Our aim with this new magazine is to 
give you specific, understandable and criti-
cal information on health matters in Europe. 
We’ll be doing that in regular sections that 
you’ll find in this issue, plus each issue will 
also carry a special report taking an in-depth 
look at a different topic.

This is a new magazine with almost 
twenty years of history behind it. In 1989, 
the European trade union movement set up 
Trade Union Technical Bureau for Health and 
Safety, staffed by a small team working to 
pool trade union knowledge and experiences. 
In 1995, we launched our TUTB Newslet-
ter, which soon outgrew its modest title. The 
thirty-five issues published added up to a 

substantial and structured resource base of 
information and analysis on health and safe-
ty at work issues. The job of keeping abreast 
of moving developments was shifted to our 
website in 1999. In 2004, we expanded these 
information resources to include a monthly 
email update – HESAmail – while continuing 
to publish books, brochures and reports. 

The merger that produced the Europe-
an Trade Union Institute prompted us to look 
again at how we were putting out information. 
This magazine is the product of that re-think.

It will be showing that health and safety 
at work is not just something for specialists, 
but a matter of daily life and a big policy is-
sue. Health and safety at work is about tak-
ing a critical approach to labour relations 
and techniques. It is about showing that 
health inequalities are all tied up with in-
equalities in the production and distribution 
of material wealth. It is about pointing out the 

many types of harm that occur when workers 
have no control over their working conditions. 
It is about showing that not only is there noth-
ing natural in the division of labour between 

“thinkers” and “doers”, between men and 
women, South and North, but that it can be 
extremely harmful and physically injurious. 
Coming from its own angle, health and safety 
at work is part and parcel of the societal de-
bates on our model of development.

We are in a time when health and safety 
at work could go to the wall. It has fallen off 
the Community institutions’ radar. It is often 
treated by employers as an “adjustment vari-
able” of economic competition. The crisis is 
being wielded as a threat in strong-arm tac-
tics to intensify work and make it still more 
flexible. We want this new magazine to be 
an information resource that can help get 
stronger action going by trade unions and all 
workers around these issues.•

Editorial 1/1

Coming from its own angle, health 
and safety at work is part and parcel 
of the societal debates on our model 
of development.

Laurent Vogel 
Director, ETUI Health and Safety Department
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Electromagnetic Fields
Directive:
why the postponement?
The Directive on the protection of workers exposed to electromagnetic fields 
adopted in 2004 should have been carried into law in all Member States by 
30 April 2008. The EU’s Council of Social Affairs Ministers decided it should 
not be. This article sheds light on why, and the vexed issue of the health effects 
of electromagnetic waves.

European news 1/6

Marc Sapir 
Former Director of the ETUI Health and Safety Department

Welders are exposed 
to high-level 
electromagnetic fields. 
Welding exposes them 
to very low frequency 
radiation (50 Hz) which 
can lead to effects on 
the nervous system. 
Image: © Belga, Max PPP, 
Bruno Couderc
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Although it applies only to workplaces, the 
Electromagnetic Fields Directive illustrates 
one of many questions raised in European 
circles by the development of technologies 
that produce electromagnetic fields: What are 
the economic implications? And what are the 
possible health impacts? This latter aspect is 
central to the policy debate which prompted 
the European authorities to put off bringing 
the Directive into effect until 2012 ― a first in 
health and safety at work matters.

But not only did the Council postpone 
the transposition deadline, it also undertook 
to review the Directive’s substantive provi-
sions in light of the findings of new studies 
on the human health impacts of non-ionizing 
radiation, taking work in progress in the 
WHO and the International Commission on 
Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) 
as its yardsticks.

The Council argued that transposition 
needed to be postponed in order to examine 
the potential impact of implementing the Di-
rective on the use of electromagnetic fields in 
medical imaging and certain industrial ac-
tivities.

To do this in accordance with the Euro-
pean treaty, the Commission has to launch a 
social partner consultation on the Directive’s 
guidelines. The first stage of consultations got 
under way in summer 2009. If it is to meet 
the 2012 deadline, the Commission will need 
to have a proposal on the Council table by the 
start of 2010 to give to the institutions the 
minimum time needed for scrutiny and na-
tional transposition.

Occupational exposures

We are all exposed to natural electromagnetic 
fields, like the earth’s magnetic field and the 
electrical fields produced by storms. Since 
World War Two, however, increased electric-
ity-based technological innovation has led 
to the development of work equipment and 
domestic appliances that are sources of non-
ionizing radiations. Most commonly, these 
include mobile phones, television sets and 
the microwave ovens in the home, and lasers, 
magnetic resonance imaging for medical pur-
poses, and welding stations in workplaces.

A large number of workers are exposed 
to high field strengths. Some categories of 
worker are at especial risk, like pregnant 
workers and workers wearing metal medical 
implants.

The final report of a European research 
project and a report by the Dutch authorities 
identified significant source technologies that 
workers have access and work in close prox-
imity to1. Both documents recommend that 
exposure measurements be taken for certain 
occupations or sectors. These include instal-
lation and maintenance of field producing 
equipment, rectifiers (AC/DC converters) in 
electrochemical processes, induction heating 
used in alloying smelter furnaces, welding 
equipment, medical applications, especially 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) equip-
ment, broadcasting antennas and mobile 
phone masts.

It is striking how little - if any - data cur-
rently exists on exposure levels in many actu-
al work situations. This means that many is-
sues involved in exposure assessment remain 
unresolved. In some work situations, fields 
are inhomogeneous and disturbed, unlike the 
theoretical situations considered. And when 
workers are very close to the source, meas-
urement can be difficult.

Adopting common exposure assess-
ment standards is therefore essential for the 
practical implementation of the Directive’s 
provisions and for carrying out epidemiologi-
cal studies2. The current recommendations of  

European news 2/6

1. EMF-NET project-Final 
technical report on 
occupational EMF exposure 
– deliverable D49, April 
2008, <http://web.jrc.
ec.europa.eu/emf-net> and 
Electromagnetic fields in the 
working environment 2006, 
Dutch Ministry of Social 
Affairs, June 2006.

2. The Scientific Committee 
on Emerging and Newly 
Identified Health Risks 
(SCENIHR), a body set up 
by the Commission, has 
identified research needs, in 
particular for occupational 
exposure. See: Research 
needs and methodology 
to address the remaining 
knowledge gaps on the 
potential health effects 
of EMF 2009, SCENIHR, 
Opinion, July 6 2009.

All throughout the debate, 
the trade unions have resolutely 
insisted that all the workers 
concerned should be covered.
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3. "Guidelines for Limiting 
Exposure to Time-Varying 
Electric, Magnetic, and 
Electromagnetic Fields 
(up to 300 GHz)", Health 
Physics 1998, 74, 4, 
p. 494-522. 

4. BioInitiative Report: 
A Rationale for a 
Biologically-based Public 
Exposure Standard for 
Electromagnetic Fields (ELF 
and RF), <http://www.
bioinitiative.org>.

The Electromagnetic Fields Directive

The Directive (2004/40/CE) covers electromagnetic fields with frequencies of 
up to 300 GHz. It refers only to risks associated with effects recognized by the 
ICNIRP, i.e., short-term effects in the human body caused by the circulation of 
induced currents and by energy absorption, as well as by contact currents.

Internal induced currents result from the interactions of low frequency 
fields with the body. These currents are measured by their intensity and 
density. Energy absorption is the result of exposure to fields of frequencies 
higher than 10 KHz and can produce rises in temperature. This is measured 
in the frequency range up to 10 GHz by the specific energy absorption 
rate or SAR (expressed in watts per kilogram) and above that by the field 
incident power density.

The Directive is based on the ICNIRP recommendations, therefore laying 
down values that cannot be exceeded because they are founded on proven 
health effects. It also incorporates action values that are based on measur-
able values. Note that action values are fixed for the static fields which 
are found around magnets including those used in MRI equipment but not 
exposure limits.

When carrying out their risk assessment, employers must take into account the 
exposure limits and the situation of workers at particular risk, like pregnant 
women and pacemaker-wearers. Employers must also take account of indirect 
effects, like projections of metal objects and the initiation of electro-explosive 
devices (detonators), etc.

If the action values are exceeded, the employer must assess or calculate 
whether the exposure values are exceeded. But this obligation does not apply 
if the work place is open to the public and an evaluation has already been un-
dertaken in accordance with the Council Recommendation for the protection 
of the public (Council Recommendation 1999/519/EC). It should be borne 
in mind that action values are measured in the environment while exposure 
limits must be calculated as being values measured in the human body.

the ICNIRP3 and other international agencies 
aim only at the avoidance of thermal effects 
and electrical stimulation in the human body. 
Some experts argue that this does not go far 
enough, and that what needs to be considered 
is the dosimetric quantities, which means 
factoring in exposure duration4. No formula 
enabling such measures to be taken has yet 
been adopted at the international level.

Not only do no such common assess-
ment standards exist, but many countries 
do not yet even have legislation in this field 

– Belgium, France and Ireland are cases in 
point – or have legislation that covers only 
specific situations. Poland, Spain, the Neth-
erlands and Germany – all of which possess 
legislation – have preventive rules adopted by 
the national insurance organization.

Many uncertainties

The Directive covers electromagnetic 
fields with frequencies of between 0 Hz and 
300 gigahertz (GHz). It refers only to risks 
associated with effects recognized by the IC-
NIRP, i.e., short-term effects in the human 
body caused by the circulation of induced 
currents and by energy absorption, as well as 
by contact currents.

Since the proposal for a Directive cov-
ering all physical agents was tabled in 1992, 
a debate has been going on in the EU Coun-
cil of Ministers about the relevance of the 
ICNIRP’s proposed exposure limits and the 
scope of the Directive: What frequency range 
should be covered? What ranges of equip-
ment are covered or possibly excluded from 
the Directive? Should certain workers or sec-
tors be put outside the scope of the Directive? 
The trade unions are clear on all these ques-
tions: all throughout the debate, they have 
resolutely insisted that all the workers con-
cerned should be covered.

It is important to note that when ex-
amining the proposal for a Directive, the 
Council did not set an exposure limit (maxi-
mum value) for static fields but only an ac-
tion value (which requires the employer to 
take preventive measures or measurements). 
The Council also rejected the call from the 
European Coordination Committee of the 
Radiological and Electromedical Industries 
and some Member States to exclude MRI 
equipment from the Directive. Furthermore, 
the electrical equipment manufacturing 
industry wrote to Commission President 
Prodi in 2002 calling for the Commission to 
base itself on the ICNIRP recommendations 
rather than the ALARA (“As Low As Reason-
ably Achievable”) principle under which all 
exposures must be kept at the lowest level 
reasonably achievable in light of economic 
and social factors.

Following the adoption of the Directive 
in 2004, the Commission took two initiatives: 
it mandated CENELEC - the European stand-
ardization body tasked with working out tech-
nical standards in electrotechnical matters 

- to draw up harmonized standards for assess-
ing, measuring and calculating workers’ ex-
posure to electromagnetic fields in the 0 Hz to 
300 GHz range. This mandate was based not 
on the Directive that was meant to ensure the 
protection of workers, but on one governing 
the harmonization of technical standards for 
goods (Directive 98/34/CE).
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The effects of waves on humans

According to the ICNIRP, the main described effects 
that result from interactions with electromagnetic 
fields are:
–  direct effects resulting from direct interaction of 

fields with the body;
–  indirect effects involving interactions between a 

field, an intermediate object and a body.

The direct and indirect effects depend on the 
frequency ranges involved taking into account in 
particular static field effects (non-time-varying). 
They cause cutaneous reactions, changes in cardiac 
function, nausea, vertigo and sensations of flashing 
lights. For direct effects, two frequency ranges are 
considered.

Low frequency fields (below 100 kHz)
The standards take into account the effects of 
induced currents* which can have extreme effects 
of fibrillation (abnormal activity of muscle fibres). 
Visual and nervous system effects are observed at 
lower current densities. The debates are focused on 
the carcinogenic effects of these fields. In 2002, the 
International Agency for Research on Cancer classi-
fied these fields in Group 2B - “Possibly carcinogenic 

to humans” - on the basis of data showing an 
increased risk of leukaemia for children exposed 
near to high voltage power lines.

High frequency fields (above 100 kHz)
The main effect taken into account is hyperthermia 
- high frequency exposure can result in slight or 
severe burns. The indicator used to quantify this 
energy absorption in tissues is the SAR (specific 
energy absorption rate). Auditory effects and elec-
tromagnetic hypersensitivity are also described.

Additionally, indirect effects in all frequency ranges 
are the risk of explosion or fire triggered by electric 
arcing, and electronic systems being initiated.

The effects in the low frequency range are due to 
contact currents produced when a body and metal 
objects come into contact. The effects can be 
varied: touch perceptions, difficulty in breathing, 
painful shock, etc.

* Induced currents: when a body is placed in a time-

varying electromagnetic field, a surface charge is induced 

on it, resulting in “induced” currents in the body. Current 

intensity increases with the body’s electrical conductivity 

and the field intensity.

position being postponed and uncertainties 
about the ultimate content of the Directive.

The crucial role of two States

In hindsight, it is clear that two countries 
played a key role in the debate which fol-
lowed the Directive’s adoption, resulting in 
postponement of its transposition and the 
announcement of its amendment. In both 
countries, the concerns voiced by medical ra-
diologists as job-specific users of ionizing or 
non-ionizing radiation sources, were eventu-
ally taken up by the public authorities.

In the Netherlands, the Health Coun-
cil sent the relevant minister an opinion and 
suggestions for addressing medical commu-
nity concerns about the possible impacts of 
transposing the Directive on the use of MRI 
as a diagnostic tool5. The Council’s opinion 
calls among other things for a revision of the 
Directive’s exposure limits, and changes to 
the method of calculating exposure. It argues 
that implementing the Directive in practice 
could restrict the use of MRI.

In the United Kingdom, the first shot 
cross the Directive’s bows came with the 
publication in the September 2005 issue of 
Academic Radiology6 of an article on the pos-
sible impact of exposure limits on surgical 
MRI procedures. The authors take issue with 
the ICNIRP’s approach to defining exposure 
limits for low frequency fields and say that 
the Directive needs revising as it may prevent 
anaesthetists and nursing staff from getting 
close to patients during imaging. The authors 
argue that the Directive would effectively 
promote the use of competing CT scan tech-
niques when the health effects of ionizing ra-
diation are known – such equipment exposes 
patients to sweeping x-ray beams.

Off the back of this, professors of radi-
ology and doctors, including a winner of the 
Nobel Prize for medicine, wrote an open let-
ter to the Secretary of State for Health calling 
for changes to the Directive’s wording, and 
cautioning the UK authorities about the Di-
rective’s “unwanted side-effects”: reducing 
the value of National Health Service (NHS) 
investment, and damaging the magnet in-
dustry, where the letter-writers say that the 
UK is the world leader.

In November the same year, the Parlia-
mentary Select Committee on Science and Tech-
nology decided to inquire into how government 
obtains and uses scientific opinions in its 
policy actions. The report, published in June 

5. Comments concerning 
possible MRI restrictions 
due to the implementation 
of a EU directive 2007, 
Gezondheidsraad, 17. 

6. Hill, D, Mcleisch, K, 
Keevil, S 2005, "Impact 
of electromagnetic 
field Exposure Limits in 
Europe – Is the Future of 
Interventional MRI Safe?", 
Acad Radiol; 12, p. 1135-
1142. 

So, not only is there no clear legal link 
between the mandate and the Directive, but 
also the Directive lays down no technical 
principles on which for the standards de-
velopers to base their work. For example, it 
does not explain how measurement uncer-
tainties should be factored into the risk as-
sessment procedure.

Additionally, the mandate fails to 
clarify the respective roles of two possible 
approaches: one based on the worker expo-
sure assessment to be done by the employer, 
the other on an assessment of emissions by 
equipment covered by “internal market” Di-
rectives, to be done by the manufacturer or 
his representative.

The Commission’s other initiative is the 
proposal to have a good practice guide written 
by a consultant supported by a tripartite work-
ing group of the Advisory Committee on Safe-
ty and Health at Work, comprised of govern-
ment, trade union and employer organization  
representatives. A draft guide has been pro-
duced, but cannot be finalized due to trans-
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The ICNIRP, an influential voice

The International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) 
is a private non-profit organization established in Germany with the aim of 
promoting the improved protection of humans and the environment from 
non-ionizing radiation. It claims to develop independent scientific criteria for 
protection.

The ICNIRP comprises a Main Commission composed of 13 members from 
10 countries including 7 EU Member States. The Commission’s members are 
elected by the Commission itself on proposals from the national member 
organizations of the International Radiation Protection Association (IRPA) 
and the members of the outgoing Commission. According to its website, 
the members receive no payment for their ICNIRP duties and cannot be 
employed by industry. No less significantly, the ICNIRP refuses to enter into 
contracts with industry.

In 1998, the ICNIRP published recommendations covering for the first 
time the entire frequency range up to 300 GHz, referred to by the Council 
Recommendation on the limitation of exposure of the general public 
(1999/519) and on which the Directive on the exposure of workers 
(2004/40) is also based. These recommendations propose different values 
for the public and workers.

In establishing exposure limits, the ICNIRP applies safety factors to take 
account of scientific uncertainties but not the ALARA principle. The implica-
tion is that it sees no scientific basis for considering that electromagnetic 
fields have long-term effects.

7. Assessment of 
electromagnetic fields 
around magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) equipment 
2007, Health and Safety 
Executive (HSE).

8. European Society of 
Radiology press release, 
<http://www.myesr.org>.

9. Capstick, M, et al. 
An investigation into 
occupational exposure to 
electromagnetic fields for 
personnel working with and 
around medical magnetic 
resonance imaging 
equipment 2008, Project 
VT/2007/017, Foundation 
for Research on Information 
Technology in Society - IT'IS 
(Principle), Imperial College 
London, 4 April 2008. 

Back to the European level

Informed by these national debates, Euro-
pean industry and radiologists’ organizations 
revived the discussion at European level.

In March 2006, the European Society 
for Magnetic Resonance together with other 
medical and radiology organizations had a 
meeting with EU Social Affairs Commissioner 
Vladimir Spidla, as a result of which the Com-
missioner agreed to launch a joint campaign 
with these organizations to measure the ex-
posure of workers around MRI equipment 
similar to that launched some months earlier 
in the United Kingdom. They also agreed to 
look into the possibility of exemptions.

An Alliance for MRI was founded at the 
European Society of Radiology’s (ESR) an-
nual Congress in March 2007. Its supporters 
included the Vice-President of the European 
Socialist Party, Hannes Swoboda, and the 
European Federation of Neurological Asso-
ciations (EFNA), which brings together Euro-
pean umbrella organisations of neurological 
patient advocacy groups and is heavily sup-
ported by the pharmaceutical industry. The 
Alliance called on the Commission to put up 
an amendment to the Directive “to ensure le-
gal certainty for the continued use of MRI”8.

The Commission addressed these com-
plaints by financing a study on the exposure 
of MRI unit workers in Nottingham, Louvain, 
Cologne and Strasbourg9.

On 7 May 2007, the EP’s Social Affairs 
Committee held a give-and-take session on 
the Directive. Contributions were made by 
various MEPs who had signed up to the Al-
liance’s call, but the only submission pub-
lished to date is that of an ESR representative, 
Stephen Keevil, who also co-authored the ar-
ticle cited above published in Academic Radi-
ology journal. He called for MRI equipment 
to be removed from the scope of the Directive 
on the grounds that the national recommen-
dations and voluntary standards drawn up by 
manufacturers were enough to ensure patient 
and staff safety.

Around the same time, the ICNIRP put 
out to its member organizations a draft re-
vision of its guidelines on exposure to static 
fields. This document substantially modifies 

2006, found no justification for including MRI 
equipment in the scope of the Directive.

During this period, the UK’s Health and 
Safety Executive (HSE) set up a roundtable 
with various concerned stakeholders to dis-
cuss implementation of the Directive in the 
United Kingdom. The meeting report shows 
that the participants called for the Directive 
to be amended by adopting an exemption for 
MRI equipment, and for the Commission and 
European Parliament to be lobbied on it. The 
HSE then launched a new study to be done by 
Professor Stuart Crozier of Queensland Uni-
versity (Australia) to assess existing electro-
magnetic fields around MRI equipment. The 
results were published in 20077.
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the existing guidelines by proposing to raise 
certain exposure limits and, more especial-
ly, dropping the time-averaged value over a 
working day.

It is worth noting that in the document 
as finally adopted and published in 200910, the 
threshold value of 2 teslas - which expresses 
the physical force exerted by magnetic fields 
on internal electrical charges - is maintained, 
but changes are made to exposures of the 
limbs and the time-averaged value over a 
working day is dropped. In 2004, the Coun-
cil included neither threshold values nor limit 
values in the language of the Directive.

The ICNIRP’s 2007 non-public propos-
als, the publication of the ‘Crozier study’ find-
ings and the preliminary results of the study 
financed by the Commission were the final 
impetus that prompted the Commission’s Oc-
tober 2007 proposal to shelve and amend the 
contents of the Directive. The proposal was 
rushed through as a matter of urgency, with no 
consultation of the social partners or the Advi-
sory Committee for Safety and Health at Work, 
and unamended by the European Parliament.

The European Trade Union Confed-
eration (ETUC) voiced its concerns, but no 
Member State took issue with the Commis-
sion’s decision. The only institution to sound 
a critical note was the Economic and Social 
Committee which, while taking an overall 
positive view of the proposal, stressed that 
the Commission was sending out conflicting 
signals as to its legislative intentions. The 
Committee also considered that the Commis-
sion's reasons were somewhat one-sided, fo-
cusing on only a very small group of exposed 
workers (MRI equipment operators) and did 
not take account of the effect of postponing 
action on a much larger group of workers ex-
posed to electromagnetic fields used in vari-
ous economic sectors, like welding, electro-
lytic equipment, transmitter aerials, power 
installations etc.

The Council did not make clear why 
the need for urgency, but did sign up to the 
proposal’s two objectives of postponing the 
transposition deadline and setting in motion 
a process of revision of the Directive. The 
Council’s recitals state that “the time required 
to obtain and analyze (that) new information 
and to draw up and adopt a new proposal for 
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a Directive justifies the four-year postpone-
ment of the deadline”.

The Council Decision is largely based on 
the Commission-funded study, whose find-
ings are less-than wholly robust, not least due 
to the absence of detailed data from manufac-
turers on the design of the magnets and coils 
used in the equipment covered by the study.

Clearly, then, a consensus on all the 
health impacts of electromagnetic fields is 
not around the corner. But there is recogni-
tion from international and national authori-
ties that electromagnetic fields have short-
term effects that can damage workers' health 
and put them at serious risk. Is it acceptable 
for thousands of workers to be left exposed to 
electromagnetic fields unprotected by law for 
years to come?

The short answer is ‘no’; especially as 
many Member States lack any regulations in 
this area. The adoption of preventive measures, 
knowledge and identification of sources, train-
ing for prevention policy officers and modify-
ing work processes may be laborious things to 
go through, but they are vital if workers are to 
be properly protected. So precautionary action 
is needed without delay, and legislation must 
be brought in. It is also essential to promote 
research and technical innovations that incor-
porate protection for workers.•

10. ICNIRP 2009, 
Guidelines on Limits of 
Exposure to Static Magnetic 
Fields are now published in 
Health Physics, 96, 4, 
p. 504-514. 

A consensus on all the health impacts 
of electromagnetic fields is not around 
the corner.
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Nanotechnologies:
Hopes and
uncertainties
around a
new revolution
It has been described as a more far-reaching technological 
revolution than computing. Nanotechnologies – the techniques 
for manipulating matter on an atom scale – are shaping up as 
the next big thing for industry.

By enabling materials with nothing short of miraculous 
properties to be created, nanotechnologies open a door onto 
an unexplored world, that of the infinitely small, that may even 
be more exciting than space exploration. It is certainly more 
concerning because, at a billionth of a metre scale, matter 
assumes physical and chemical properties whose impacts on 
man and his environment we simply do not know. 

And this is where the nanotech paradox lies: while scientists 
confess to knowing very little about the dangers of 
nanomaterials, they are already being used in everyday products. 
Industry has a clear lead on the law. As yet, there is no 
legislative safety net for consumers and workers. 

Mesmerised by technologies that can help it live the dream of 
becoming the world’s most competitive economy yet fearful of 
a health disaster without precedent, will the European Union 
manage to strike the right balance?
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Doesn’t playing around 
with matter on an 
atom scale run the 
risk of creating a race 
of cyborgs? This may 
not be as pure science 
fiction as it sounds, 
when nanotechnologies 
are being developed 
almost outside any 
public control.
Image: © Getty
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Buying
the nano-market
Nanotechnologies are expected to deliver big future benefits. 
Market research and reports have produced a slew of economic 
predictions. But how do these reports stack up against each other 
on the present and future economic values of nanotechnology?

The ongoing public debate on nanotechnology 
development has thrown up a series of key is-
sues, like the prospective risks, difficulties in 
legislating, and the anticipated high economic 
benefits. This article attempts to probe the fig-
ures about the predicted nanotechnology ben-
efits. Nanotechnology is used here in the sense 
given to it by the internationally recognized 
review of the Royal Society and the Royal 
Academy of Engineers1, which describes nan-
otechnologies as “the design, characterisation, 
production and application of structures, de-
vices and systems by controlling shape and 
size at nanometre scale”. As nanotechnology 
embraces a wide range of technologies and 
tools, therefore, it is more appropriate to refer 
to "nanotechnologies". One thing that all na-
notechnologies share is the tiny dimensions 
they operate at, a scale at which materials may 
behave very differently from in a more mac-
ro form. Nanomaterials can be stronger or 
lighter or conduct heat or electricity in a dif-
ferent way, and even be differently coloured. 
Nanotechnologies are widely seen as having a 
huge potential in areas like IT, energy storage 
and healthcare.

The Nano race

In 2000, an announcement by the US National 
Nanotechnology Initiative triggered a nan-
otechnology race, prompted by its vista of 
boundless opportunities in almost every area 
of technology. In 2008, the picture is differ-
ent; the focus has shifted away from technol-
ogy opportunities and onto market oppor-
tunities. At the same time, over the last five 
years, concerns have surfaced about the en-
vironmental, health and safety impacts of na-
noparticles. The big problem is that very little 
is known about their toxicity. Meanwhile, the 
markets have been flooded with products us-
ing applied nanoparticles in things like sun 
lotions or clothing that come into contact 
with the human body.

The uncertainties surrounding nan-
otech development are addressed not only by 
governmental policy makers and scientists 
but also marketers, public relations profes-
sionals and journalists. Many among them 
use communication strategies that exploit 
the ambiguities of nanotech to translate the 
technologies into a moneymaking industry2.

1. Royal Society and Royal 
Academy of Engineering 
2004, Nanoscience 
and Nanotechnologies: 
Opportunities and 
Uncertainties, London, 
<www.nanotec.org.uk/
finalReport.htm>.

2. Ebeling, M 2008, 
“Mediating Uncertainty: 
Communicating the 
Financial Risks of 
Nanotechnologies”, Science 
Communication, vol. 29, 
p. 335-361. 
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Figure 1 The Nanotechnology Value Chain

Finished goods 
incorporating 
nanotechnology. 
Cars, clothing, 
airplanes,computers, 
consumer electronics 
devices, pharmaceuticals, 
processed food, plastic 
containers, appliances…

Source : Lux Research

Nanoscale structures 
in unprocessed form. 
Nanoparticles, nanotubes, 
quantum dots, fullerenes, 
dendrimers, nanoporous 
materials…

Intermediate products with nanoscale 
features. Coatings, fabrics, memory 
and logic chips, contrast media, optical 
components, orthopedic materials, 
superconducting wire…

Nanomaterials Nanointermediates Nano-enabled products

Capital equipment and software used to visualize, manipulate, 
and model matter at the nanoscale.
Atomic force microscopes, nanoimprint lithography equipment, 
molecular modeling software, etc.

Nanotools
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up the investment put into research. These 
figures and visions do not always stack up and 
also arguably reflect different influences.

The "value" of nanotechnologies

The nanotechnology market as a unified mar-
ket was first quantified in 2001 by the Na-
tional Science Foundation, the US agency 
that supports fundamental research in all the 
non-medical fields of science. It estimated the 
market value of nanotechnologies as amount-
ing to 1 trillion dollars by 20153, but the fig-
ure has steadily risen over the years. There 
are currently several estimates of the value of 
nanotechnologies, most produced by market 
research companies. Lux Research Inc. has 
collated the indicators most commonly used 
in analyses. The European Union, United Na-
tions and countries like the Netherlands re-
fer to their figures, making the Lux Research 
predictions among the most useful exemplars 
of the economic value of nanotechnologies.

According to Lux Research, the market 
value of nanotechnology in 2008 was about 
$238 billion. They expect that nanotech will 
reach $3.1 trillion worth of products across 
the value chain in 2015 (see Figure 2). Nano-
enabled products will account for the lion’s 
share of that figure with $2.7 trillion, fol-
lowed by nanointermediates with $432 bil-
lion, while nanomaterials will account for a 
comparatively small $3.0 billion in sales.

It is clear from this that the financial 
value generated by nanomaterials is minimal 
compared to that of nano-enabled products. 
It shows that the high value estimated to be 
generated by nanotechnology comes mainly 
from finished goods incorporating nanotech-
nology, like cars, clothing, plastic containers, 
aircraft, etc.

The economic benefits of nanotech-
nologies can also be assessed by the size of 
investment required to reach end product de-
velopment. Underlying the growth trend, it is 
important to note that corporate investment 
growth (+23%) outpaced government fund-
ing (+8%) from 2006 to 2007 (see Figure 3). 

The structure of funding and investment 
trend in nanotechnology development may 

3. Berger M 2007, 
“Debunking the trillion 
dollar nanotechnology 
market size hype”, 
Nanowerk, <www.
nanowerk.com/spotlight/
spotid=1792.php>.

4. Cientifica Ltd 2008, 
Nanotechnology 
Opportunity Report-3rd 
edition, Executive Summary, 
<www.cientifica.eu>.

5. Cientifica Ltd 2009, 
Nanotechnology takes a 
deep breath… and prepares 
to save the world, 20/05, 
<http://cientifica.eu>.

6. Lux Research Inc. 2008, 
Nanomaterials State of the 
Market Q3 2008: Stealth 
Success, Broad Impact.

This article studies the market for na-
notechnologies in general and does not dif-
ferentiate between the diverse industries or 
areas of work covered by the broad term “nan-
otechnology” or “nanotechnologies”. One rea-
son for this is to reduce the level of complex-
ity, since there may be large value variations 
between nanotechnology sectors and marked 
differences between the factors influencing 
these values. Another important reason is 
that the economy itself does not always distin-
guish between these different sectors. To the 
contrary, we shall see that the umbrella term 

"nanotechnology" captures broad societal at-
tention, which in turn elicits funding from 
government agencies, non-governmental or-
ganisations, private investors and industry. 
But it must be borne in mind that the story 
presented here is unique for each sector and 
should be carefully assessed for each sector 
individually before jumping to conclusions. 

A number of international nanotechnol-
ogy market research studies and reports deal 
with the anticipated benefits of nanotechnolo-
gy development. Some put figures on the future 
value of nanotechnologies, while others value 
the benefits of this new technology by playing 

Figure 2 Value of Nanotech in 2015 according to Lux Research Inc. 
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point to several things. Investment growth re-
flects the growing importance placed on this 
new technology in general. The rapid increase 
in corporate investment means that the gov-
ernment investment steer is not the strong-
est influence in nanotechnology development, 
meaning that governments are not the one 
decisive source of nanotechnology develop-
ment. Another less business-oriented, more 
neutral market research report comes from 
Cientifica4, which has different data and pre-
dictions about the structure of international 
nanotechnology investments. Cientifica’s fig-
ures show corporate investment in nanotech 
research and development as outweighing 
government funding far more than Lux Re-
search (see Figures 3 and 4).

International investment differentials 
are another important consideration. The 
United States have a slight lead, closely fol-
lowed by Asia, with Europe slightly further 
behind. Although the ”rest of the world” is 
showing strong investment growth, +30% 
from 2006 to 2007. However, they still rep-
resent only 4.2% of total word wide funding. 
Other nanotech market analyses are avail-
able. As far as the distribution of world fund-
ing between different countries goes, Cienti-
fica has different figures. Their analysis for 
2009 shows the EU investing 27%, Russia 
23%, the USA just 19%, Japan 12%, China 11%, 
Korea 4% and the rest of the world 4% of total 
global nanotech investments5. 

Lux Research distinguishes three major 
areas of nanotechnology investment: manu-
facturing and materials, electronics and IT, 
healthcare and life sciences. The manufac-
turing and materials sector predominates, 
accounting for more than 60% of revenues; 
but electronics have grown at the fastest rate. 
As far as the economic expectations of nan-
otechnology development in the years ahead 
are concerned, Lux Research6 predicts that 
growth in all sectors will be roughly evenly 
matched as nanotech expands into more 
product categories (see Figure 5). 

Along with the two main market analy-
ses mentioned above are several others which 
look at the precise amounts invested in or 
earned from nanotechnology development, 
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The market research reports are open to 
question on two key points. The Lux Research 
figures refer only to "evolutionary nanotech-
nology", which is only about improving ex-
isting processes, materials and applications 
by scaling down into the nano realm and ex-
ploiting the unique quantum and surface phe-
nomena at the nanoscale. This trend is driven 
by companies' ongoing quest to improve ex-
isting products by creating ever-smaller com-
ponents and better performing materials, all 
at lower cost. Truly "revolutionary nanotech-
nology", where functional devices and entire 
fabrication systems are built atom by atom, 
are not included in those reports. It is impos-
sible at present to put a market value on this 
visionary technology and its future products, 
and it is therefore not covered in any of the 
nanotechnology market size reports.

The other issue is how the market size 
figures break down between nanomaterials, 
nanointermediates, and nano-enabled prod-
ucts. Actual nanomaterials are seen to con-
tribute less than 0.5% – so little as not even 
to register in Figure 2. It may be argued that 
nanotechnology should not be looked at as a 
product industry but rather as a set of ena-
bling technologies that support many exist-
ing industries.

Stakeholders are shaping the future

It is important to appreciate the power that 
these kinds of future value calculations and 
expectations have to shape outcomes. As 
precursors to modernisation, means for ar-
ticulating and spreading visions around 
have always existed, and multiply over time. 
These must be given weight, for it is widely 
accepted that expectations influence the cur-
rent attitudes and behaviour of social agents. 
Many visions of the future are generated with 
the sole purpose of justifying change in the 
present, visions are therefore used to antici-
pate and rationalise change8. This makes it 
important to know which stakeholders are 
producing those visions, since the differ-
ent actors’ expectations are related to their 
(present and future) interest. Visions from 
key government departments, or large mul-
tinational corporations, may be more apt to 
attract support than a radical vision put for-
ward by an environmental group.

There is a "nanotech network", as it 
were, comprised of the key stakeholders in 
nanotechnology development, e.g., scientists, 
government, different international plat-
forms, NGOs, trade unions and the business 
sector in general. Most of these stakeholders 
have future expectations and visions about 
nanotechnology development but not all have 
a clear idea of the economic perspectives of 
this new technology. This makes them reliant 
on market research and those intergovern-
mental reports that actually cite the figures 
produced by market researchers. And while 
those "trillion dollar" figures might help 
make the case for huge investment in nan-
otechnology research by governments or the 
European Union, they do not reflect the real 
economic value of nanotechnologies. 

The literature generally has not con-
sidered the media as important in creating 
economic perspectives for nanotechnologies. 

7. Hullmann, A 2006, The 
economic development 
of nanotechnology: An 
indicator based analysis, 
European Commission,  
DG Research.

8. Berkhout, F 2006, 
“Normative Expectations 
in System Innovation”, 
Technology Analysis and 
Strategic Management, 
vol. 18, n° 3-4, p. 299-311.

9. Lewenstein, BV 
2005, “Introduction: 
Nanotechnology 
and Public”, Science 
Communication, vol. 27, 
No. 2, p. 169-174.

Figure 3 Nanotech funding by source (in billions US dollars)
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Figure 5 Expected nanotechnology related revenues
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but it can be assumed that their figures dif-
fer for current and future investments. This 
suggests that these figures do not necessary 
reflect actual investments or revenues, and so 
are not absolutely reliable indicators.

Job creation

Other figures have been produced that do not 
relate to expenditure or money value but still 
concern the economic benefits of nanotech-
nologies. One key, much-discussed indicator 
for trade unions is the trend for nanotechnol-
ogy-driven job creation. Lux Research esti-
mates that more than ten million jobs will be 
created world wide by 2014. At first glance, the 
job creation potential seems promising. But, 
these figures cannot be interpreted properly 
without additional information on things like 
structural changes in the general job market. 
For example, this figure takes no account of 
jobs lost in other sectors as company interests 
shift towards nanotechnology-related work.

A report published by the European 
Commission’s DG Research7 claims that 
many of the jobs will be created in small and 
medium-sized new nanotechnology start-ups. 
A significant proportion of the jobs are also 
created by many already well-established 
companies which have expanded their tech-
nology portfolio to nanotechnology in order 
to stay competitive. The question is whether 
that expanded portfolio requires more or just 
different workers. The figures do not disclose 
these kinds of details, and so are open to mis-
interpretation. 
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Some analysts, however, did argue that the 
media has a big influence on the “nanotech 
network”, not only as mediators between the 
different stakeholders, but for their power in 
manipulating information. 

The media cover stories that are "new", 
often focus on the controversial aspects, 
and provide far fewer details than scientists 
would like to see. The general public is rela-
tively uninformed about the detail of science 
in general, or the particulars of these spe-
cific areas. But it does generally support the 
development of science and technology. Is-
sues of risk and uncertainty are often more 
important than matters of scientific detail, 
and scientists and journalists often disagree 
about how those risks and uncertainties 
should be portrayed9.

Scientific information or findings about 
nanotechnologies necessarily produce un-
certainty, whether among scientific commu-
nities, the public or investors. Popularising 
scientific knowledge requires uncertainties 
to be managed by reducing complexity and 
ambiguity into simplified research results. In 
building the "nanomarket", far-reaching con-
tingencies, risks and expectations are man-
aged, and much of this management is medi-
ated through financial news and information. 
Consequently, those who perform a medi-
ating role between scientists and financial 
investors in scientific innovation - the jour-
nalists, public relations and marketing pro-
fessionals and financial services institutions 
that are central to the public understanding 
of science - play an important role.

The fact that financial news stories 
about nanotechnologies are surfacing in 
more mainstream outlets shows the big effort 
to market the field as a profitable area, even 
if those profits may be future ones. Finan-
cial news is one area where nanotech figures 
are aired, which guarantees nanotechnology 
a place among the topics that investors are 
talking about. In this way, the media creates 
the market place.

No such thing as a single nanomarket 

One way in which the media glosses over the 
uncertainties is to portray nanotechnologies as 
a unified industry in order to build an investi-
ble market by using terms like “the nanotech 
market” or “the nanotech industry”, ignoring 
its problematic and unwieldy nature. In this 
way it turns a heterogeneous science into an 
investible instrument. Another form of media 
manipulation is through informal agreements 
between journalists on what the new nanotech 
story should be before leaving a press confer-
ence or sharing leads on breaking stories to 
put across a consistent media agenda. The 
homogeneity of media coverage underpins the 
achieved reality of the object, nanotechnology. 
The media therefore has a relatively important 
role in the nanotechnology development value 
creation process, although its real impact on 
the other players in the "nanotech network" is 
difficult to define or measure.

In our commercialized world, the dif-
ferent stakeholders have a complicated struc-
ture of dependency, interest and influence. 

This is also true of nanotechnologies; the bal-
ance of risks and benefits is determined by a 
complex matrix of stakeholders and by their 
predictions about future nano development. 
Accordingly, there are many predictions but 
no main, generally recognized and accepted 
indication about the exact economic value of 
nanotechnologies. There are two reasons for 
this: there is as yet no such thing as a homo-
geneous nanotechnology market. Nanotech-
nology applications are sector-specific and it 
is currently difficult to keep track of all ap-
plications. The other reason is that forecasts 
of nanotech figures may be shaped by vested 
interests These gaps in the data suggest that 
an independent, commonly approved agency 
should be established to produce hard eco-
nomic forecasts. Without such a resource, the 
economic value of nanotechnology applica-
tions can only be expressed in sector-specific 
terms. The existing superficial and ill-defined 
economic forecasts for nanotechnologies are 
open to misinterpretation. And while the in-
fluence they have on the future development 
of nanotechnologies makes them an impor-
tant consideration they must be approached 
with extreme caution.•

Lux Research estimates that more than 
ten million jobs will be created world 
wide by 2014.
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Aída Maria Ponce Del Castillo
ETUI Researcher

The international policy debate on nanote-
chnologies started in 2003 when the United 
States passed its first policy, implementing 
the National Nanotechnology Program to 
provide long-term funding of nanotech re-
search and development.

In the early 2000s, nanotechnology 
became a top priority for the United States, 
eastern Asia, Australia and New Zealand. 
Since then, the US has experienced signifi-
cant growth in this area; its 2009 fiscal budg-
et allocation for the National Nanotechnology 
Initiative is about $1.5 billion1.

The early makings of an EU (European 
Union) nanotechnology policy came between 
1998 and 2002 with FP5, and the creation 
of various European projects2. But nanopo-
licy in the EU really took off between 2002 
and 2006 under FP6, when nanotechnology 
projects were made a priority. The Commis-
sion framed its strategy and adopted the 
Communication Towards a European Strat-
egy for Nanotechnology (COM 2004-338) 
about mid-period. 

The Commission Communication does 
not propose a legislative scheme for nanote-
chnologies, but contains recommendations 
on research and development, infrastruc-
ture, education and training, innovation, 
and advises developing dialogue with stake-
holders and consumers. The Commission’s 
inclusion of a stakeholder dialogue as a pri-
ority is creditable, as understanding their 
needs and interests helps to inform a more 
complete strategy. Nonetheless, the Com-
mission should pay more heed to concerns 
about the possible health and environmental 
risks of nanotechnologies.

The strategies laid down in its Pro-
grammes notwithstanding, the European 
Union is not ahead of the game, and so far, 
the United States has held onto its leadership, 
followed by Asia. Arguably, this suggests that 
the Commission’s aim is to strengthen the 
EU’s market position by fostering industrial 
applications which would doubtless bolster 
industry’s market share and patents, but the 
Commission must draw a line between the 
commercial competitiveness strategy, and the 
health and safety of nano products for users. 

One fundamental flaw in the Commis-
sions’ work is the lack of communication with 
stakeholders. For the current EU programme 
to have meaningful outcomes, there is a need 
to engage the public – citizens, consumers, 
vulnerable groups – in a more direct and seri-
ous conversation on health and safety issues. 
Study findings on the possible risks of nano-
particles for humans show that particle toxic-
ity is a slow progression, meaning that long-
term experiments are needed to identify the 
health effects in humans; it serves no interest 
to wait until a cancer develops before acting. 
Existing studies on the numerous toxic ef-
fects on animals are sufficient evidence that 
health and safety is a fundamental issue that 
demands more funding for research. 

Commission and Parliament at odds

Alongside this strategy, the EU adopted the 
Code of Conduct for Responsible Nanoscienc-
es and Nanotechnologies Research (C(2008) 
424 final), which calls for responsible devel-
opment of research into this new technology. 
Voluntary codes of conducts are normally 

How to regulate
the “nano-revolution”?
Nanotechnology policymaking is an extremely complex process.
Safety is key to building confidence and trust, and gaining community 
acceptance, but the wide spectrum of products and applications 
means that different pieces of legislation are involved, and this further 
complicates matters.

1. National Nanotechnology 
Initiative, 2009, FY 2009 
Budget and Highlights.

2. Such as the 
NANOFORUM 
internet platform to 
disseminate information 
to the community 
on nanotechnology 
developments. Other 
examples are NANOSAFE 
1 and 2 (safe production 
and use of nanomaterials), 
IMPART (Improving the 
understanding of the 
impact of nanoparticles 
on human health and the 
environment), NANOCAP 
(capacity building on 
the understanding of 
environmental, occupational 
health and safety risks 
and ethical aspects of 
nanotechnology), etc. 
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soft law instruments for self-regulation; they 
supplement regulations, and can be helpful 
when difficulties arise in laying down specific 
standards. But they are not legally binding, 
and so may be of limited effectiveness. 

In this particular case, Commission’s 
Code of Conduct is a good tool for promot-
ing cooperation between Member States; it 
is based on and promotes the principles of 
meaning, sustainability, precaution, inclu-
siveness, excellence, innovation, and account-
ability for achieving good governance of nan-
otech research. The weakness of the Code is 
that it is limited to research, lacks any imple-
mentation measures or indicators, and omits 
the safety aspect. On the other hand, as a non-
binding instrument, it has the value of flexibil-
ity, enabling it to be modified as circumstanc-
es change. The European Commission will 
monitor and review the Code biannually, and 
hopefully by 2010 it may be improved such as 
to be effectively implemented, thus serving as 
a precursor towards a future agreement.

Responding to the Commission strat-
egy for nanotechnologies, the European 
Parliament3 forcefully disagreed with the 
Commission’s claim that current legislation 
in principle covers the relevant risks related 
to nanomaterials, and that protection of 
health, safety and the environment should be 
strengthened by applying existing legislation, 
stressing that there is precisely a “significant 
lack of data and information”, as well as appro-
priate methods of risk assessment. Accord-
ingly, the EP called for a review of all relevant 
legislation, specifically to evaluate the need to 
review worker protection legislation to ensure 
safety for all nanomaterial applications

Where working with nanomaterials is 
concerned, little attention has been paid to 
those who are in direct contact with them. 
The workplace is the first source of human ex-
posure to nanomaterials, and worker protec-
tion should be a priority of the Commission’s 
strategic programmes. The Commission’s 
strategy is open to criticism as to whether the 
budget for health and safety is substantial 
enough; there is a need for serious research 
in this area and human resources to address 
these issues. 

Nanotechnology cuts cross multiple 
sectors; the main EU laws related to those 
who are exposed to nanomaterials are the 
cosmetics, chemical and worker protection 
legislation. Some key aspects of those regula-
tions are described below; they illustrate the 
Commission’s agenda for the regulation of 
nanomaterials and the difficult role that play-
ers have in this debate.

Exploring the different pieces of legisla-
tion raises a range of questions, like whether 
products containing nanomaterials require a 
special regulatory framework; whether the 
precautionary principle is really included in 
the regulations to anticipate risks and harms; 
or whether further regulation is required to 
plug existing loopholes and protect those 
working in close proximity to nanomaterials. 
And possibly even whether there is a need for 
coordination on nanotechnologies in the EC, 
and for new institutional mechanisms to deal 
with cross-cutting policy issues.

Can workers be protected by law?

The Commission has argued that in principle, 
current legislation is enough to cover issues 
related to nanotechnologies, nanosciences 
and the potential risk for health and the envi-
ronment4. The EU has no specific legislation 
on nanotechnologies; the only regulations to 
do with nanotechnologies are those related to 
medicinal products; medical devices, active 
implantable medical devices, cosmetic prod-
ucts, chemicals, clinical trials for medicinal 
products, data protection and patents.

 3. European Parliament 
(2009) non-legislative 
Resolution on Regulatory 
aspects of nanomaterials 
24/04/2009.

4. EC 2008, 366 
Regulatory Aspects of 
nanomaterials. Commission 
Staff working document. 
Accompanying document 
to the Communication from 
the Commission to the 
European Parliament, the 
Council and the European 
Economic and Social 
Committee.

The EU Code of Conduct 
omits enforcement, 
indicators and safety.

Is the Commission’s 
strategy underfunded on 
health and safety? 
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The Commission’s claim notwithstand-
ing, it is not clear whether those regulations 
are comprehensive enough to accommodate 
nanotechnologies, and a review might be re-
quired5. The current regulations are based on 
a wide range of characteristics and require-
ments different to those of nanotechnologies 
at this time, and this makes the legal situa-
tion of nanotechnologies unclear.

As things stand, it is very difficult to 
frame a new regulation specific to nanotech-
nologies because the state of knowledge is so 
under-developed that emerging issues can-
not be provided against by law. Is not easy 
to create a completely new law for such an 
emerging field where data is lacking; even so, 
it is possible to adapt the existing laws to lay 
down basic ground rules and provide legal 
security for society, and this is a matter of ur-
gency given the hazards that are attendant on 
nanotechnologies.

At the present time, the big problem for 
lawmakers is defining nanotechnology and 
nanosciences. This has been a running bat-
tle between academia, institutions, govern-
ments and stakeholders. According to the 
Cambridge Dictionary, a definition is "a de-
scription of the features and limits of some-
thing". It is important because it helps to 
circumscribe the object of study. A definition 
is essential to frame social order; it provides 
legal security and can be recognized and en-
forced by the decision of a court. Only once a 
definition has been adopted can the legal and 
other sciences create the legal institutions 
needed for nanotechnologies.

So far, most of the definitions devel-
oped for nanomaterials have focused on scale 

– the nanometre – limiting the length from 
0.1onm to 100nm. That range is a useful rule 
of thumb for deciding whether a certain tech-
nology fits the definition of nanotechnology 
or not. But the problem is that this pragmatic 
approach to defining nanomaterials by scale 
is arbitrary, because its essential criterion is 
exclusionary: some effects or even new func-
tions of nanoparticles occur above 100nm6. 

Where protecting the health and safety 
of workers from the risks related to chemi-
cals at work is concerned, Directive 98/24/
EC – known as the Chemical Agents Direc-
tive – aims to reduce the risks of hazardous 
chemicals. It lays down minimum require-
ments for protecting the health and safety of 
workers from the risks related to chemical 
agents at the workplace; in principle, there-
fore, it should cover the health and safety 
risks of nanomaterials; but it can hardly be 
viewed as adequate for that. There has as yet 
been no discussion of whether to add specific 
provisions for nanotechnologies, like imple-
menting risk reduction measures when the 
hazards of nanosubstances used are as yet 
unknown or the time-weighted concentration 
of nanoparticles in the air within a worker’s 
breathing zone.

In terms of exposure scenarios, stud-
ies reporting close associations between na-
noparticles and their adverse effects on hu-
man health are constantly being published. 
Emerging data suggests that exposure to 
nanomaterials may pose health risks to work-
ers who are in contact with them. However, 
current testing methods are limited, because 
there is no certainty of their working for na-
noparticles. Tests that measure transdermal 
absorption or respiratory nanoparticle ab-
sorption are limited and may require adap-
tation or new ones to be developed. There is 
therefore a need to recognize potential expo-
sure and protect workers from possible risks 
before they suffer harm. 

As NATO reports, the problem with 
establishing occupational exposure limits 
is that, firstly they are normally based on a 
full risk assessment which at the moment 
cannot be done for nanoparticles; secondly, 
the optimal parameters for determining na-
noparticle toxicity are still not defined; and 
additionally, nanoparticles are not easily de-
tected or monitored7.

A regulatory gap emphasised by the Eu-
ropean Trade Union Confederation (ETUC) 
in its "Resolution on Nanotechnologies and 
Nanomaterials" is the lack of involvement by 
workers and their representatives in the or-
ganisation and carrying out of workplace risk 
assessments, and the selection of risk man-
agement measures8. Accordingly, it is recom-
mended that legislative provision be made for 
training and health surveillance for workers 
exposed to nanomaterials, and a description 
of specific protection measures and good 
working practices that should be widely im-
plemented according to the properties of the 
different nanomaterials. 

A study of industry practice shows that 
protective measures are already in place in 
some big firms that are equipped for it and 
have safety guidelines, e.g., working in closed 
systems. The problem is with small and 
medium-sized firms where such protective  
systems may be lacking. Efforts should focus 
more on identifying SMEs that are working 
with nanotechnologies. The ETUC also calls 
for protective and precautionary measures to 
be taken, and for hazardous nanomaterials to 
be replaced by safer ones.

5. EC 2004, Towards a 
European strategy for 
nanotechnologies, Brussels, 
p. 17. 

6. Schmid, G, Decker, 
M, Ernst, H, Fuchs, H, 
Grünwald, W, Grunwald, 
A, Hofmann, H, Mayor, 
M., Rathgeber, W, Simon, 
U, Wyrwa, D 2003, Small 
dimensions and material 
properties. A definition 
of nanotechnology, 
Europäische Akademie,  
No. 35, p. 16-21.

7. Satterstrom, FK et al 
2008, "Considerations 
for implementation 
of manufactured 
nanomaterials policy 
and governance", 
Nanomaterials Risks and 
Benefits, NATO, Series C, 
Springer, p. 334.

8. ETUC 2008, Resolution 
on nanotechnologies and 
nanomaterials, http://
www.etuc.org/a/5163.

9. The regulation will 
apply 42 months after 
its publication; as an 
exception, it will apply 
to products containing 
nanomaterials 36 months 
after publication. 

Lawmakers’ pressing problem is defining 
nanotechnology and nanosciences.
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The Cosmetics Directive: a first step

Cosmetics are consumer products that come 
into direct contact with human skin, hair, 
nails, lips and genitalia. The cosmetics indus-
try may claim that their products are safe and 
fully regulation-compliant, but nanoparticles 
used in cosmetics are known to have novel 
properties that enable them to penetrate the 
skin and enter the body. 

Nanomaterials are used in cosmetics 
as nanoemulsions or nanopigments. To take 
practical examples: titanium dioxide and 
zinc oxide are used in UV filters to make clear 
sunscreens; nano silver is used in some tooth-
pastes due to its anti-bacterial properties, and 
fullerenes are being used in anti-ageing prod-
ucts. These are well-known cases and still the 
focus of debate over their possible toxicity. 
Moreover, according to the nano-inventory 
compiled by the Project on Emerging Nan-
otechnologies, other nanoparticles may also 
be found in anti-ageing moisturizers, hair 
straighteners or cleansing face lotions, food, 
electronics and other consumer goods. 

Because a position was needed on how 
to deal with these new products, the Euro-
pean institutions came to an agreement on 
adapting the main regulatory framework. 
This resulted in the approval of the new 

"Cosmetics Directive 76/768 EEC" by the 
European Parliament and Council in June 
2009, which will aim to simplify and im-

prove the existing Directive as a standard 
legal instrument applicable in all Member 
States9. The Directive aims to ensure the 
safety of cosmetic products and place an 
added responsibility on manufacturers to 
ensure that products are safe before placing 
them on the market. 

The problem – acknowledged by a sci-
entific committee set up by the Commission 

– is that the communication of information 
about the potential toxicity of nano-contain-
ing cosmetics is dependent on industry.

According to the Commissions’ inde-
pendent Scientific Committee on Emerg-
ing and Newly Identified Health Risks 
(SCENIHR), "information on the presence 
of manufactured nanomaterials solely relies 
on information provided by manufactur-
ers. In addition, exposure estimation is also 
hampered by lack of information on product 
use and use of multiple products containing 
manufactured nanomaterials10."

The main innovation of the revised Cos-
metics Directive is that it is the first European 
legal instrument to contain specific rules on 
nanomaterials. A definition is essential to a 
consensus of understanding, but  that con-
tained in the Directive is limited and inaccu-
rate since it will not apply to all nanomaterials 
but perhaps only to first-generation nanomate-
rials, and the technology is advancing apace11.

For instance, it sets 100nm as the bench-
mark that defines a nanoparticle, but this 

10. SCENIHR 
(January 2009) Risk 
assessment of products 
of nanotechnologies, 
Directorate General for 
Health and Consumers, 
European Commission, 
p. 53 

11. “Nanomaterial 
means an insoluble 
or biopersistant and 
intentionally manufactured 
material with one or more 
external dimensions, or an 
internal structure, on the 
scale from 1 to 100 nm”, 
 European Parliament 
legislative resolution of 
24 March 2009 on the 
proposal for a regulation of 
the European Parliament 
and of the Council on 
cosmetic products (recast), 
Article 2,1 (k).
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Carbon nanotubes can 
be used to produce 
“intelligent paint” that 
can make materials 
fire-resistant or 
prevent ship hulls from 
becoming barnacled.
Image: © Nanocyl, 
Th. Strickaert
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is an arbitrary indicator. Better would have 
been to define the nanoparticle regime as the 
point at which a substance undergoes changes 
in chemical/physical properties at the nano-
scale, when the properties of the particles dif-
fer from those of the bulk materials. However, 
the law provides that as new technical and 
scientific aspects of this young technology 
emerge, the Commission can, and will almost 
inevitably have to, adjust this definition.

The Directive lays down other new rules 
on notification and labelling. They require 
a safety assessment procedure to be carried 
out for all products containing nanomaterials 
before they are allowed onto the market. All 
cosmetic products containing nanomateri-
als must be notified to the Commission. The 
Directive also controls what may or may not 
be put into a cosmetic, and requires industry 
to provide information on the use of nano-
materials in cosmetic products as a means of 
strengthening market controls.

While the new rules are positive on the 
whole, not everything in the Cosmetics Direc-
tive was passed on the nod. The labelling re-
quirement was the focus of tough negotiations 
with the European Parliament and Commis-
sion. The provision now states that "all ingre-
dients present in the form of nanomaterials 
shall be clearly indicated in the list of ingredi-
ents. The names of such ingredients shall be 
followed by the word 'nano' in brackets".

Is REACH enough?

Europe’s chemical industry is its third larg-
est manufacturing industry. The Registration, 
Evaluation and Authorisation of Chemicals 
(REACH) regulation recently passed by the 
EU to control it is highly complex. Implemen-
tation of the new regulation is under discus-
sion by the EC as regards the treatment of 
nanomaterials and proper implementation of 
the rule. 

The status of substances that contain 
nanoparticles is unclear. While acknowledg-
ing that REACH does not expressly cover na-
nomaterials, the Commission argues that it 
applies to all chemicals, and that since nano-
particles are composed of chemical elements 
and compounds, they are subject to the same 
regulations as chemicals. 

However, a working group of experts 
from the EU Member States – "REACH Com-
petent Authorities sub-group on nanomate-
rials" (CASG) – has been set up to look into 
REACH’s application to these substances and 
give clear guidance on identification of sub-
stances, like carbon nanotubes or fullerenes 
and also to come up with a clear definition of 
nanomaterials.

The question of whether materials at 
the nanoscale are new substances or differ-
ent forms of substances – and hence to be 
treated as existing chemicals –, is a big fo-
cus of discussion within the CASG. The rec-
ommendation of the UK’s Royal Society and 
Royal Academy of Engineers on this, sup-
ported by other academics, is that chemi-
cals in nanoparticle form should be treated 
as new substances because their size and 
surface area confer specific properties com-
pared to larger particles that may or may not 
have adverse effects and they have different 
health and environmental impacts per unit 
mass12. Therefore the volume threshold and 
testing methodology should be revised, and 
nanomaterials should have a unique risk as-
sessment in order to be safe in use.

Although a fairly new regulation, 
REACH is not well-suited to deal with nano-
materials; some authors have pointed to the 
regulation’s weakness as regards registration 
of substances13. The regulation stipulates that 
a substance produced or imported in quanti-
ties of 1 tonne or more per year must be reg-
istered in a database held by the European 

12. The Royal Society 
& The Royal Academy 
of Engineering 2004, 
Nanosciences and 
nanotechnologies: 
opportunities and 
uncertainties, London, 
p.71-72. 
Oberdörster, G et al. 
2005, Nanotoxicology: 
An Emerging Discipline 
Evolving from Studies of 
Ultrafine Particles, National 
Institute of Environmental 
Health Sciences.

13. Sass, J, Musu, T et al. 
2008, "Nanomaterials: brief 
review of policy frameworks 
in the US and Europe 
and recommendations 
for occupational and 
environmental perspective", 
European Journal of 
Oncology, vol. 3, No. 4.

Standardisation and metrology are in their infancy

The road to consensus in standardisation is a rocky one. As yet, there is 
no internationally agreed terminology, no protocols for toxicity testing of 
nanoparticles and no standards to protect workers from the emerging risks 
of nanomaterials. This is compounded by the wide range of disciplines and 
stakeholders with different opinions involved. 

Standards bodies like ISO, the European Committee for Standardization (CEN) 
and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
have set up working groups on nanotechnology. They cover nomenclature and 
definitions, test methods to characterise and identify nanoparticles, protocols 
for toxicity, health and safety issues, as well as environmental aspects. 

In 2008, ISO published the first two standards that define the basic terms in 
nanotechnology: technical specification 27687-2008 give definitions of and 
information on nano-objects, nanoparticles, nanofibres and nanoplates. This 
has also been adopted by CEN. Report 12885: 2008 advises on how to pre-
vent adverse health and safety consequences during the production, handling, 
use and disposal of manufactured nanomaterials. Work on topics of mutual 
interest to ISO and CEN is being carried out under the "Vienna Agreement".

Other international bodies have launched ambitious initiatives on nanos. 
The OECD work programme for 2009-2010, for instance, focuses on specific 
nanotechnology sub-areas, covered by 6 working groups.

European bodies are also active. CEN Technical Committee 352 is working 
with its sister organisations, the European Committee for Electrotechnical 
Standardization (CENELEC) and the European Telecommunications Standards 
Institute (ETSI) to frame the “Strategy for European Standardisation for 
Nanotechnologies”. Their priority is to produce a classification, terminology 
and nomenclature of nanomaterials and metrology, including sampling and 
measurement methods for European standards.
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Chemicals Agency. Under this rule, some 
nanomaterials may not be registered because 
a few kilograms may be enough to manufac-
ture the product concerned. Because they do 
not exceed the registration threshold, they 
would fall outside the safety requirements. 
Therefore, lower production volumes should 
be included in REACH for nanomaterials.

REACH is based on the precautionary 
principle, so a risk assessment should be per-
formed for all hazardous substances. Chemi-
cal safety assessments should be done for all 
REACH-registered substances for which a 
nanometre scale use has been identified: this 
would go a long way to improving product 
safety and avoiding hazards.

Suppliers or importers of dangerous 
chemical substances have a mandatory obli-
gation to provide a safety data sheets for infor-
mation through the supply chain. Information 
on nanomaterials should be included on those 
safety data sheets with a specific mention that 
the reference is to nanosize particles.

It is crucial that information on intrin-
sic properties which may be relevant to expo-
sure and the impact assessment of nanomate-
rials should be understandable. 

Current testing methods are not appro-
priate for nanomaterials; the data in the reg-
istration dossier cannot be relied on and, as 
stated in the ETUC Resolution, nanoproducts 
should not be allowed onto the market. Ap-
propriate methods are needed to characterize 
nanoparticles, perform specific toxicological 
tests and obtain reliable results. It would be 
a useful exercise to review existing methods 
and determine their validity for certain nano-
materials. This might reveal that new instru-
ments are required. 

The "regulatory framework" for nan-
otechnology has consequences for society 
and the workplace, and it is hard to tell what 
those impacts may be. Stakeholders like the 
workers who make the product, and consum-
ers who are in contact with the product over 
its life cycle, have voiced their own concerns 
on this issue. They have questions as to what 
nanotechnology is about, and what are its 
benefits.

Consumers want information

Invisible nanoparticles are being incorpo-
rated into a wide range of consumer products. 
A growing number of cosmetics, household 
cleaning products, toys, clothing and textiles 
are already on the market and may be be-
ing sold without a proper safety assessment. 
Consumers cannot know what products con-
tain nanomaterials, how they are to use them 
or what their implications may be.

One constant question is how can soci-
ety be involved in the development of science 
and technologies? Consumer organisations 
have been highly engaged in the nanotech de-
bate in the quest for answers to this. In the 
US, the Project on Emerging Nanotechnolo-
gies (PEN) was set up to actively inform the 
public and policy dialogue and to identify 

gaps in knowledge and regulatory processes. 
A publicly-accessible Nanotechnology 

Consumer Products Inventory was put on-
line in August 2008. The most recently up-
dated version lists approximately 1000 prod-
ucts from 21 countries. By far most of these 
(540 products) are from the United States, 
followed by Asia with 240 and Europe with 
154.  According to the Inventory analysis, 
the most common materials explicitly refer-
enced as contained in the products are silver, 
carbon including fullerenes, zinc, silica, tita-
nium and gold.

European consumer associations have 
expressed concern to be informed about 
nanotechnologies, fearing for the possible 
dangers from direct contact by inhalation or 
ingestion of nanoparticles in products, and 
uncontrollable risks. Consumer confidence 
in nanotechnologies appears to be less than 
absolute, mainly due to a lack of knowledge 

– the demand is for accessible information in 
order to plan and prevent. Where the general 
public mainly hopes and expects to reap the 
benefits of nanotechnologies is in areas like 
medicine and health care, with the develop-
ment of new drugs and treatments.
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Source : Novel Materials in the Environment: The case of Nanotechnology, 
Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, November 2008

Length scale showing the nanometre in context

One nanometre (nm) is equal to one-billionth (1,000,000,000) of a metre, 10-9 m. Most structures 
of nanomaterials which are of interest are between 1 and 100 nm in one or more dimensions.

100 000 000 nm (100 mm)

10 000 000 nm (10 mm)

1 000 000 nm (1 mm)

100 000 nm (0,1 mm) (100 µm)

10 000 nm (0,01 mm) (10 µm)

1 000 nm (1 µm)

100 nm (0.1 µm)

10 nm (0.01 µm) 

1 nm (0.001 µm)

0.1 nm (0.0001 µm)

Sugar cube
Diameter 10 mm

Grain of sand
Diameter 1 mm

Typical bacterium
Diameter 1 000 nm

Typical virus
Diameter 100 nm

Carbon nanotubes
Diameter 10 nm

DNA strand
Diameter 1 nm
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disappointed to conclude that "the Commis-
sion is not acknowledging and addressing the 
regulatory deficits which have been identified 
by various parties including scientific institu-
tions, civil society organisations and govern-
mental organisations".

Their demands include labelling of na-
no-content in products, and mandatory noti-
fication of all nanomaterials used in products 
before the products are placed on the market 
and for those already on the shelves. They 
want the Commission to work with the Mem-
ber States on setting up a publicly-accessible 
inventory of all nanomaterials used in all 
products already on the market.

Another voice to be heard is that of 
those on the first line in the production chain, 
those who have to handle the nanomaterials 
that go into goods – the workers who are di-
rectly exposed to nanos.

ETUC calls for more research funding

A Nano-Working Group of ETUC member or-
ganizations linked into the EU’s Nanotechnol-
ogy Capacity Building (NANOCAP) project 
prepared a European trade union position, 
which was adopted as the first ETUC resolu-
tion on nanotechnologies and nanomaterials 
in 2008. It is expected to be revised by 2010.

The ETUC is convinced that nanotech-
nologies and manufactured nanomaterials 
might have positive potential for technologi-
cal improvements and new job creation, but 
there are concerns about potential risks to 
human health & the environment. The ETUC 
Resolution points to the failings of health and 
safety at the workplace where nanotechnolo-
gies are concerned; it highlights the loopholes 
in the European legislation and calls for it to 
be amended.

REACH’s “no data, no market” principle 
must be applied as a general rule for nanote-
chnology products that are intended to be in-
troduced to the market. This will require the 
REACH registration procedure to be changed 
in order to cover all nanomaterials, includ-
ing those produced or imported in quantities 
below 1 tonne/year. At the same time, better 
communication and risk assessment in the 
workplace is needed. 

The research and development pro-
gramme budget for health & environmental 
risk research should be increased. This means 
that at least 15% (from the current 5%15) of na-
tional and European public research budgets 
for nanotechnology must be earmarked for 
health and environmental risk research. At 
the same time, all nanotech research projects 
should include health and safety aspects as a 
compulsory part of their reporting. 

14. Joint ANEC/
BEUC position 2009, 
Nanotechnology: Small is 
beautiful but is it safe?

15. According to personal 
communications from 
Officials of the European 
Commission.

16. Commission 
particulière du débat public 
Nanotechnologies,<http://
www.debatpublic-nano.
org>.
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There is public awareness on the issue. 
Surveys done by consumer groups in some 
European countries – like vzbv in Germany; 
Which? in the United Kingdom; the Infor-
mation Centre for Environment & Health 
in Denmark, and the Center for Technology 
Assessment in Switzerland – concur that the 
public needs to be informed about nanotech-
nologies, and a dialogue with civil society is 
needed on new technologies.

European consumer lobbies – the Eu-
ropean Association for the Co-ordination of 
Consumer Representation in Standardisation 
(ANEC) and the European Consumers’ Organ-
isation (BEUC, Bureau Européen des Unions
de Consommateurs) – issued a joint position 
paper in June 200914. As they explain, their 
major fear is the exposure of consumers and 
the environment to products containing free 
nanomaterials, or to nanomaterials which 
are not properly fixed in the material of the 
product and that may be released during the 
product life-cycle.

ANEC and BEUC call for wider public 
consultation on research needs that would 
allow scientific institutions help to deliver 
public policy objectives for science and the 
welfare of society. The consumer organisa-
tions disagree with the EU, arguing that 
current legislation does not cover the poten-
tial risks related to nanomaterials. They are 

Of the 1000-odd 
nanomaterial-
containing consumer 
items logged to 
date, over a third are 
cosmetics, personal 
care or sunscreen 
products.
Image: © Belga, HMC
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must be taken where uncertainty and lack of 
knowledge prevail. This is an essential pre-
requisite for the responsible development of 
nanotechnologies and for helping to ensure 
society’s acceptance of nanomaterials. The 
REACH registration process is a clear exam-
ple of the precautionary principle in action.

France and the Netherlands 
show the way

The Member States that first started to regu-
late the manufacture, import or marketing 
of nanoparticle substances are France and 
the Netherlands. The Dutch government ac-
cepted 3 proposals from the Social and Eco-
nomic Council – notification of nanoparticles 
in products, identification of reference values 
and an acceleration of risk research. The gov-
ernment must now flesh these proposals out 
into practical measures by the end of 2009.

The Dutch Social and Economic Coun-
cil emphasizes the importance of the obliga-
tion for companies that produce or import 
products containing nanoparticles to notify 
and inform all those in the production chain 
about the nanoparticles contained in prod-
ucts. The Council also calls on the govern-
ment to require manufacturers of nano-con-
taining products to produce a first (publicly 
available) risk assessment, so that research 
into possible risks can get under way at the 
start of 2010. Where limit values are con-
cerned, the Council wants the government to 
commission expertise to develop reference 
values for the most frequently-used nano-
particles, to be used by companies until the 
National Health Council is able to establish 
occupational exposure limits for the differ-
ent nanoparticles.

The case of nano-silver in the US

One example of current regulatory action taken in the US is the legal 
petition by the International Center for Technology Assessment on behalf 
of various organisations requiring the EPA to make rules that classify nano-
silver products as a pesticide, require manufacturers to provide safety data, 
and to introduce mandatory and approved labelling requirements. EPA has 
opened a public comment period until a consultation meeting in November 
2009 with the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act Scientific 
Advisory Panel.

Nano-silver has been used as a bactericide in a wide range of products like 
liquid condoms, soaps, textiles or dishwashing liquid.

Federal Register Vol 73, No 54, 2008 

http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2008/pdf/E8-27204.pdf

In France, the Grenelle 1 Act laying 
down environmental guidelines was passed 
unanimously by the National Assembly in 
August. Given the need for surveillance of 
emerging risks, the government will promote 
a European plan for the evaluation of emerg-
ing technologies like biotechnology and na-
notechnology. Specifically, within 2 years, 
manufacturers or importers of nanoparti-
cles, organisms containing nanoparticles, or 
nanotechnology products will have to make 
a compulsory declaration of quantities and 
uses to an administrative authority and pro-
vide publicly available consumer information.

The French government has now tasked 
the ad hoc Commission Nationale du Débat 
Public under the Grenelle Act with conduct-
ing a national public debate on nanotechnol-
ogies, which it hopes will really engage the 
public. The debates will run over a period 
of 6 months in 17 different cities, aiming to 
provide the public with understandable in-
formation on the challenges, technical as-
pects and impact of nanotechnologies. The 
public will be able to play into it with their 
views, informing the directions that France 
should take on research, toxicity, protection 
at the workplace, consumer protection and 
governance16.

Need for transparency

The fact that nanoparticles are ultra-fine – 
invisible to the naked eye – is a key aspect 
that makes nanotechnologies a special chal-
lenge. The complexity of the properties, the 
effects of nanomaterials and even more so, 
the lack of knowledge, are reason enough to 
inform and make the public aware of the un-
resolved issues.

The ETUC Resolution also considers 
terminology: a standardised terminology for 
nanomaterials is urgently needed to prepare 
meaningful regulatory programmes. For 
that reason, the ETUC calls on the European 
Commission to adopt a definition of nanoma-
terials which is not restricted to objects below 
100 nanometres in one or more dimensions.

The ETUC's examination of the cur-
rent legislative framework has identified 
several loopholes, and some regulatory 
changes are needed. 

They include:
–  amend the Chemical Agents Directive and 

REACH to achieve better coverage of all 
potentially manufactured nanomaterials. A 
Chemical Safety Report must be provided 
for materials on the market below 1 tpa pro-
duction volume;

–  apply the "no data, no exposure" precau-
tionary approach so that worker exposure is 
avoided as much as possible;

–  voluntary initiatives and codes of practices 
are useful if certain conditions are met, but 
nanotechnologies need proper legislation;

–  penalties should be available to ensure that 
preventive measures are properly imple-
mented and to enforce compliance.

The ETUC wants all consumer products to be 
labelled if they contain manufactured nano-
particles which could be released under rea-
sonable and foreseeable conditions of use or 
disposal. The ETUC calls on Member State 
authorities to set up a national register on 
the production, import and use of nanomate-
rials and nano-based products.

The precautionary principle also fea-
tures in the Resolution: preventive actions 
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All the foregoing policy efforts not-
withstanding, nanotechnologies are not spe-
cifically regulated. The existing laws were not 
designed for them, whence the clamour for 
an appropriate regulatory framework. The 
Commission has come under heavy criticism 
for its cautious approach to launching regula-
tory initiatives on nanotechnologies. The ex-
perience of other sectors like biotechnology 

– where it was also believed that regulation 
was unnecessary – or intellectual property, 
could provide useful object lessons of how to 
ensure safety and efficacy, and their experi-
ence may be applicable mutatis mutandis to 
nanotechnologies. Scholars have suggested 
that a hybrid model of regulation (hard law/
soft law) could be employed to adjust to new 
circumstances and challenges.

There is no doubt that existing EU leg-
islation of relevance to nanotechnologies has 
to be adapted, because laws need new and 
additional tools to anticipate potential harm. 
Some areas – like human health and the en-
vironment – need to be tackled more directly. 
At present, it is mainly chemicals legislation 
that applies to nanotechnologies, but REACH 
and REACH-like laws deal only with the risks 
posed by the substance – they do not address 
ethical or social issues. Nanotechnologies 
must be governed by new, specific regulations.

Definitions are important, for we must 
know what we are talking about; clear defini-
tions of nanomaterials and nanotechnologies 

are crucial, for the lack of them produces legal 
uncertainties. Without a consensus on defini-
tions, nomenclature and standards of classi-
fication and testing, is extremely difficult to 
define or classify the object to be regulated17. 
Also, standards promote free trade, safety of 
workers and consumers, and environmental 
protection.

In addition to the benefits mentioned, 
nanotechnology could also set the benchmark 
if the potential hazards could be avoided 
while the technologies and applications were 
under development. Learning from past ex-
periences with asbestos and GMOs, it could 
be shown that it is possible to protect health 
and safety while preventing new or worse 
risks, by making it the first priority for nano-
technology research.•
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17. Bowman, D, Gillian, G 
2007, "How will regulation 
of nanotechnology develop? 
Clues from other sectors", 
New Global Frontiers in 
Regulation. The age of 
nanotechnology, Edward 
Publishing Ltd., UK, p. 355.

The ETUC wants Member States to set 
up a national register on the production, 
import and use of nanomaterials and 
nano-based products.

Small quantities of 
carbon nanotubes are 
already being used as 
reinforcement in carbon 
fibre tennis rackets 
and competition racing 
cycle frames. Even 
tennis rackets made 
entirely of carbon 
nanotubes are already 
being spoken of as a 
possibility.
Image: © Nanocyl
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The reactor sitting in the huge production 
shed can produce up to 40 tonnes of carbon 
nanotubes a year, and yet occupies a bare 
thirty square metres of floor. The rest of the 
concrete expanse could easily hold other re-
actors, tangible evidence of the high hopes 
that this SME, Nanocyl, is putting in the 
growth of the nanomaterials industry. Where 
nanotechnologies are concerned, Nanocyl is 
both the spearhead and the pride of Wallonia, 
a French-speaking region in the south of Bel-
gium. A product of Namur and Liège univer-
sities, the company has grown rapidly since 
being set up in 2002, and now ranks among 
the world’s top carbon nanotube producers. 

The fledgling business set up opera-
tions in Sambreville, between Namur and 
Charleroi, on land next to a factory run by 

Belgium’s chemical industry giant, Solvay. 
Unlike its prestigious neighbour, Nanocyl has 
no swarms of workers or plumes of smoke bil-
lowing forth. Just a metal tube spewing out 
flames, the only visible evidence of manufac-
turing activity. The reason being that only 
one operator per machine is needed to keep 
production running smoothly. The nano in-
dustry here is as automated as it can be. The 
chemical reaction which converts gases into 
carbon nanotubes takes place in a completely 
closed system (see box). The nanotubes drop 
as black powder into huge clear plastic bags 
which are filled and sealed automatically. The 
operator then just has to load the bags into 
ordinary cardboard boxes and pallet them up. 

A licence to print money?

Most of the Walloon company’s output goes 
to Asian customers. “It’s a cultural thing. Asia 
is more open to innovation than Europe”, re-
marks Nanocyl’s general manager, Francis 
Massin. The business boss did not wish to 
disclose his main customer's names, prefer-
ring instead to play up the qualities of his car-
bon nanotubes and the stupendous prospects 
for innovation they offer industrialists.

And the figures are literally mind-bog-
gling: a carbon nanotube is 100 to 200 times 
stronger yet six times lighter than steel1. As 
well as the mechanical properties they confer 
on products that they are incorporated in, car-
bon nanotubes have thoroughly exceptional 
thermal and electrical conductivity2. As yet, 
we have barely scratched the surface of what 
can be done with these properties, which 
could revolutionize whole swathes of industry.

Report by
Denis Grégoire
Editor

Region pins big economic
hopes on little nanotubes 
Nanotechnologies are a focus of competition between world 
economies. A race where coming second is not an option for 
States any more than regions. Among these is the Wallonia region 
of Belgium, which is wagering on nanotechnologies to help along 
its industrial redeployment. But the economic odds and health 
unknowns may make it a long shot.

Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are a new form of crystalline carbon which resem-
ble rolled-up strip of graphene sheets with one end capped. The basic shape 
of a CNT is a cylinder. These tiny tubes can have single or multiple concentric 
walls. Single-walled CBNT (SWCNT) have diameters of 0.4 to 2 nm (1 nm = 
1 billionth of a metre), while multi-walled CNT (MWCNT) consist of multiple 
concentric cylinders of increasing diameter from 2 to 100 nm, depending on 
the number of walls, thus its structure is more complex.
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1. Lafon, D, Roos, F et 
Ricaud, M 2008, Les 
nanotubes de carbone : 
quels risques, quelle 
prévention ?, Hygiène et 
sécurité du travail. Cahiers 
de notes documentaires, 
1st quarter, No. 210, INRS. 

2. CNT can carry current 
densities close to 1010 A/
cm2  - at least two orders 
of magnitude higher than 
metals. They have a thermal 
conductivity higher than 
that of silver, copper and 
diamond. Lafon, op.cit.
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Nanocyl is wagering on innovation to 
give it a lead on its rivals. “Our success will 
depend on our ability to deliver added-value 
products”, muses Francis Massin. Aware that 
in the long term it could be up against un-
beatable competition when emerging econo-
mies launch into manufacturing nanopar-
ticles, the Walloon SME has embarked on a 
real race against time to develop high added 
value finished products. Some of the carbon 
nanopowders stay in the Sambreville plant to 
be turned into plastic granules for the elec-
tronics industry. They go into making tubs 
used in the production of computer chips 
and hard drives. The anti-static properties 
that nanotubes give these plastic tubs sig-
nificantly reduces the risk of damage to the 
chips. Car-making is another growth market, 
for parts manufacture from injection systems 
to dashboards.

The plant also produces silicone paints 
with CNT mixed in, which could be of value 
to the shipbuilding industry. “Tests have 
shown that barnacles cannot cling to the hull 
of ships painted with our paint, so it could 
replace the paints in use today that are highly 
toxic for the marine environment”, forecasts 
Francis Massin. 

Nanocyl has received a total of nearly 
one and a half million euros in EU funding 
for different R&D projects. The Walloon firm 
is currently coordinating the Inteltex project 
to develop smart textiles that react in specific 

ways, such as to temperature changes3. Poten-
tial applications include firefighting clothing 
that can detect carbon monoxide, or medical 
clothing that monitors body temperature. The 
company manager also foresees a huge mar-
ket in the construction industry, with CNT-
added concrete or fire retardant electric cable 
shielding. “These cables have already been lab 
tested, and when subjected to fire have been 
shown not to burn or give off toxic fumes”. 

Although the undeniable standard-
bearer, Nanocyl is not the only nanotechnol-
ogy concern in Wallonia. Nanopôle is a very 
young company based on a public-private 
partnership to develop the nanopowder in-
dustry in Wallonia. The company receives 
funding under the Marshall Plan, a huge 
public investment programme to kick-start 
Wallonia’s economic recovery. The money has 
enabled the company to buy an impressive 
piece of kit that can produce twelve different 
types of nanopowders. 

The business goal is to eventually get 
to the position of selling nanopowders to in-
dustrial customers and to market nanopow-
der production lines. Adding tiny amounts 
of nanopowders to traditional materials like 
glass or plastic enhances their mechanical 
strength and heat resistance. The scope is 
vast, ranging from the traditional metalwork-
ing industry to aerospace.

“For the time being, we’re turning all re-
quests down”, says Guy Fryns talking about 
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Impression of a carbon 
nanotube. The price of 
carbon nanotubes has 
fallen from 500 euros/
gramme in the year 
2000 to under 250 
euros/kilo today.
Image: © Nanocyl, 
Th. Strickaert
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demands from potential customers. Strange 
words from a company boss, but they exem-
plify the still very experimental nature of the 
nanomaterials industry. “We produced our 
first firm powders this June”, says the delight-
ed Nanopôle manager. The nanoparticles in-
dustry is quality-obsessed, so the laboratory 
is never very far from the reactor. In one lab, a 
young woman is doing things with a tube con-
taining a trace amount of silicon carbide4. A 
score of lidded plastic containers are laid out 
on a stainless steel table. Their precious con-
tents will be analyzed by electron microscopy 
to determine their particle size distribution 
among other things. 

The physical properties of nanopar-
ticles are just as significant as their chemi-
cal properties. The smaller the particle size, 
the greater its surface-to-mass ratio. This 
means that a collection of nanoparticles has 
a bigger surface area than a material in its 
normal form, which can give it greater reac-
tivity5. And this raises toxicity and safety is-
sues. Leaving aside the increased reactivity, 
the atom-scale nanoparticles would easily be 
able to pass through the mucous membrane 
barriers of the nose and bronchial tubes to 
deposit in the deep lungs (alveoli). Some 
studies have found that carbon nanotubes 
caused significant pulmonary lesions in ro-
dents comparable in some cases to those re-
sulting from inhaling asbestos particles (see 
interview, p. 31).

Region seeks to calm toxicity fears 

The scientific press’ reporting of the worrying 
findings of animal experiments prompted a 
flurry of questions, not just in academic cir-
cles, but also from European politicians and 
trade unionists. Are those who produce and 
consume goods containing nanoparticles un-
wittingly courting a health disaster? While 
the health effects of nanomaterials may not 
get anything like the media focus put on ge-
netically modified food or mobile phone use, 
they are something the European authorities 
are starting to take very seriously indeed. 

In February 2009, the European Com-
mission’s Scientific Committee on Emerging 
and Newly Identified Health Risks gave an 
Opinion on nanomaterials in which it ac-
knowledges that the methods available to 
assess the hazards of human exposure to na-
nomaterials are insufficient, and for lack of a 
general approach, recommends that a risk as-
sessment be done on a case-by-case basis for 
each nanomaterial. The Committee cites the 
example of carbon nanotubes and the find-
ings of laboratory studies that some carbon 
nanotubes resemble asbestos fibres6. In April, 
the European Parliament said the lack of pro-
visions and specific tests for nanomaterials 
was regrettable. A month later, the Commis-
sion announced a public consultation exercise 
on the potential risks of nanotechnologies. 

The European institutions are not alone 
in their concerns about the health conse-
quences of these new materials and the im-
pact that public opposition could have in the 
race for world leadership in nanotechnologies. 
The Walloon Region is going all-out to rede-
ploy its industrial manufacturing industry 
base towards state-of-the-art technologies 
(computing, pharmaceuticals, etc.). As well 
as backing projects by smaller nano industry 
firms, the regional government has anted up 
5 million euros investment in the Nanotoxico 
project to develop appropriate toxicity testing 
models for the three types of nanoparticles 
produced in the region (carbon nanotubes, 
silicon and titanium carbides). The project is 
being run by the University of Namur, one of 
the co-founders of Nanocyl. 

3. www.inteltex.eu.

4. A ceramic compound 
of silicon and carbon. Its 
high mechanical strength 
and heat resistance makes 
it ideal for electronic 
applications for military 
use, and the aerospace and 
carmaking industries.

5. Ross, P 2007, 
"Nanotoxines", Technology 
Review, No.1, April-May, 
p. 41.

6. Assessing the risks 
in nanotechnology: 
Commission’s Scientific 
Committee adopts opinion, 
Press release <http://
ec.europa.eu/health/ph_
risk/news/news_en.htm>.

How are CNT produced?

The method commonly used is catalytic vapour phase deposition (or chemi-
cal vapour deposition – CVD); a solid reagent (the catalyst) is placed in a 
tube furnace (the reactor), and a hydrocarbon (e.g., acetylene or methane) 
is passed through it. This is then heated to a certain temperature, when 
contact with the catalyst causes a gas-decomposition reaction to occur, and 
the carbon contained in the gas deposits in the form of nanotubes. This is 
the prototype for the reactor, which Nanocyl has exclusive rights to exploit 
under patents licensed to it by the University of Liège. 
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The Nanotoxico project has already 
produced a prototype to generate a carbon 
nanotube-enriched atmosphere. Inhalation 
experiments on rats will start in early 2010. 
The team, headed by cellular biology special-
ist and project coordinator Dr. Olivier Tous-
saint, has high hopes of this model, which 
will enable animal experimentation under 
human exposure-like conditions. Most ani-
mal toxicity tests to date have been done by 
directly injecting carbon nanotubes into the 
animal’s body – a million miles away from 
realistic work exposure scenarios where the 
main risk is from inhaling nanoparticles. Na-
notoxico’s promoters also hope to develop in 
vitro ways for producers to test their nano-
particles, which could prove invaluable under 
the new REACH regime - the new EU rules 
that require producers to assess the toxicity 
of their products before putting them on the 
market.

“Hopefully, the findings from our ex-
periments will help support producers to 
fulfil their risk assessment and prevention 
obligations. The ultimate aim is to feed into 
the establishment of occupational exposure 
limits at European level”, explains Olivier 
Toussaint. 

By investing so heavily, the Walloon 
authorities are hoping to be certain that the 
technologies they are supporting will not 
precipitate a health scandal twenty or thirty 
years down the line. They are also wanting 
to reassure the public and avoid a genetically 
modified food-type scenario7.

“Nanotech development projects in Wal-
lonia are publicly-funded, so they have to be 
directed towards the public interest. Should 
carbon nanotubes be found to be highly toxic, 
we would obviously stop supporting a sec-
tor which in any event would no longer be of 
economic interest”, insists Baudouin Jambe 
of the Walloon Region’s Department for the 
Economy, Employment and Research. 

But the Walloon authorities have no 
plans to pull out of nanotech development at 
present. Their focus is more on risk control 
than on the intrinsic toxicity of nanoparticles, 
which is known to vary dramatically accord-
ing to their size, size distribution, chemical 
properties, method of manufacture, etc. “We 
have to be sure that what is produced meets 
the maximum safety requirements both for 
the workers who make them and users. We 
want to know in what situations nanomate-
rials are dangerous so we can do everything 
possible to avoid the health risks.”

As tends to happen in any debate on 
nanotechnologies, there are ultimately more 
questions than clear-cut answers. Like all its 

“rivals”, the Walloon Region has accepted this 
measure of uncertainty, hoping that if science 
cannot make nanomaterials non-toxic it will 
at least be able to offer ways of getting the 
most from them at least risk.•

7. Referring to widespread 
public opposition to 
GMOs in the EU, the 
former Walloon Minister 
for Research and 
Technologies said at the 
Nanotoxico project launch, 
“the development of 
nanotechnologies must not 
be held back by the same 
attitude, if it is not based on 
scientific studies.” Speech 
(in French) <www.fundp.
ac.be/universite/services/
relext/presse>.

BASF recommends the most stringent precautions 

The world chemical industry leader, the German group BASF, published the 
results of a study on the toxicity of carbon nanotubes in July this year. 

Rats were made to inhale variable concentrations (from 0.1 to 2.5 milligrams 
per m3) of multi-wall carbon nanotubes produced by the Belgian firm Nanocyl 
for 90 days. The study's authors observed lung inflammation at the lowest 
concentration (0.1 mg/m3), which made it impossible to define a No Observed 
Adverse Effect Concentration. Inflammation was also observed in the nasal 
cavities, larynx and trachea.

The study's authors therefore recommend “the strictest industrial hygiene 
measures for handling these MWCNT”. 

See: "Inhalation toxicity of multi-wall carbon nanotubes in rats exposed for 3 months", Toxico-

logical Sciences, 7 July 2009. Abstract downloadable from http://toxsci.oxfordjournals.org/

cgi/content/abstract/kfp146v1.
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Interview by
Denis Grégoire 
Editor

Your research team exposed rats to carbon
nanotubes and found asbestos-like effects…

DL — We injected multiwalled carbon na-
notubes (CNT, ed.) directly into the animals’ 
airways. We found inflammation and fibrotic 
reactions in the lung that displayed the same 
pathogenic effects as asbestos fibres.

We also did a genotoxicity study. Here 
again, we found that, like asbestos, CNT can 
cause damage to the genetic information 
written into the cells. 

Having identified inflammatory, fibrot-
ic and genotoxic effects like those of asbes-
tos fibres, we naturally wondered whether 
CNT might be carcinogenic. So, we did a 
two-year study in which we injected carbon 
nanotubes into the peritoneal cavity of 250 
rats. While the same experiment done with 
asbestos fibres produces tumours, we were 
quite surprised to find that none of the CNT 
exposures caused tumours in rats. The most 
likely explanation for that is that the CNT we 
used were too short. Where asbestos is con-
cerned, the length of the fibres is known to 
be decisive in the development of mesothe-
lioma. An article published in Nature maga-
zine after our study was completed singled 
out the length of fibres1. So it may be that the 
CNT we used were too short to demonstrate 
carcinogenicity, because research teams 
elsewhere, notably in Japan, have shown the 
carcinogenic effect of some CNTs. 

Working together with a Turin labora-
tory and the University of Orléans, we then 
set about better identifying the properties of 
these carbon nanotubes. We knew that CNT 
produced by iron-cobalt catalysis retain less 
than 1% of these metals, which are trapped 

as it were inside the CNT. It is known that 
the iron content of asbestos fibres is a key 
factor of their toxic effects. We therefore 
sought to eliminate these potentially toxic 
metals by heating our CNT to 2 400 C. That 
worked remarkably well, but also resulted in 
a “cleansing” of CNT bond defects. The thing 
is that industrially produced CNT are never 
chemically perfect. You will occasionally find 
a bond that we call “unsatisfied”. Reintroduc-
ing “bond defects” in later experiments even-
tually led us to conclude that the defects in 
the crystalline structure of the nanotubes are 
what give them their toxic effect. Nanotubes 
cleansed of their imperfections are no longer 
inflammatory or genotoxic, but the “fibrosis 
effect” in the lung persists.

What would you recommend to producers 
based on what you discovered? 

Well, clearly that the quantity of CNT de-
fects, which is measurable by simple, cost-
effective techniques, can be a good predictor 
of the toxicity of their nanotubes. The length 
and defects of CNT are two key factors to be 
looked at closely.

Industry argues that these animal
exposures are not the same as real-life
human exposure…

Everyone in the toxicology community has 
worked by instilling CNT in mice because of 
the great technical difficulty of generating a 
carbon nanotube aerosol. This is because na-
notubes have a tendency to clump together to 
form agglomerates, large balls that some have 
described as looking like “tangled spaghetti”.

“People have plunged headlong 
in without properly assessing 
the health impacts”

Dominique Lison is a Professor of Toxicology at Belgium’s Catholic 
University of Louvain. He has headed a number of research projects 
on carbon nanotube toxicity in recent years. We quizzed him on current 
scientific knowledge about the risks of nanomaterials to humans.

1. Carbon nanotubes 
introduced into the 
abdominal cavity of the 
mice show asbestos-
like pathogenicity in 
a pilot study, Nature 
Nanotechnology 2008, 3, 
p. 423 – 428.
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Now, industry will say, “the only things 
you find in the air are these agglomerates 
which cannot be breathed in, so there is next 
to no chance of nanotubes making their way 
into the airways.” This fosters the idea that 
while nanotubes may be dangerous in and of 
themselves, the health risk to humans is low 
because of this propensity to form agglomer-
ates of non-inhalable size. But this tells only 
part of the story. There is not a shred of evi-
dence that all of any particles you find in the 
air are agglomerates; you may also find indi-
vidual nanotubes.  The reason is that these 
nanotubes will be used in materials that will 
be machined and sawn, and so are bound to 
be in the air. At this stage, we know nothing 
about how these aerosol releases will behave. 

Also, a recent inhalation toxicity study 
done in a BASF laboratory suggests a need for 
caution (see box). The study’s authors confirm 
that the lesions observed in the animal after 
intratracheal instillation are found after inha-
lation. But they go on to show that you have to 
go down to very low airborne concentrations 
of nanotubes before you see no observed ad-
verse effect. This is quite concerning, because 
it means that the No Observed Adverse Effect 
Concentration is probably very low. 

Using the standard method of calcula-
tion for extrapolating animal results to hu-
mans – a coefficient at least equal to 100 – the 
BASF study findings suggest that the No Ob-
served Adverse Effect Concentration for hu-
mans should be set at least below 1 microgram 
per cubic metre of air, which is very low.

But how do you measure levels as low as that
in workplaces? How do you assess the risks
of substances that are around a billionth of
a metre in size?  

The sudden emergence of nanos in the world 
of work brings in a number of new issues 
compared to standard practices for identify-
ing exposure in workplaces. The traditional 
way is to measure the number of fibres in 
the air, but this type of measuring instru-
ment is not precise enough for nanos. They 
are a world unto themselves, and the tools 
we have are not fitted to it.  We cannot define 
occupational exposure limit values with the 
scientific knowledge we have. So all we can 
do at the moment is to take the usual preven-
tive measures. And because substitution is 
not possible in this particular case, it means 
working in a closed system, limiting the 

More on the work done by Professor Lison’s team

—  Genotoxicity of nanomaterials: DNA damage and micronuclei induced by car-
bon nanotubes and graphite nanofibres in human bronchial epithelial cells in 
vitro, Toxicology Letters, vol. 186, Issue 3, 8 May 2009, p. 166-173.

—  Absence of carcinogenic response to multiwall carbon nanotubes in a 2-year 
bioassay in the peritoneal cavity of the rat, Toxicol Sci., 2009 Aug, 110(2), 
p. 442-8. 

—  Structural defects play a major role in the acute lung toxicity of multiwall 
carbon nanotubes: toxicological aspects, Chem Res Toxicol. 2008 Sep, 21(9), 
p. 1698-705.

number of exposed workers, putting extrac-
tion and ventilation systems in place, and, 
as a last resort, using personal protective 
equipment. It also means providing health 
surveillance for workers.

Products containing very different kinds
of nanoparticles, whose toxicological
properties we still know next to nothing
about, are already on supermarket shelves.
How can the scientific community help
consumers and law-makers distinguish
between the “good” and “bad” products?

Science can’t really inform policy properly 
at this juncture about the implications of 
nanotechnology development for society. To 
grossly over-simplify, the scientific literature 
falls into two types of publication. One is ar-
ticles published by those who want to use or 
sell nanoparticles, who don’t want to miss 
the boat of this technological breakthrough, 
who rush out small-scale in vitro tests on a 
cell with the corner lab and publish – usually 
in chemical industry, technology or similar 
journals – that their nanoparticles are not 
dangerous. And then, there are the toxicolo-
gists who are finding out that in some cases 
the self-same nanoparticle, looked at more 
forensically, does have dangerous properties. 
Where nanos are concerned, it has to be said 
that a fair few toxicology studies are only fit 
for scrapping. A lot of people with little in the 
skills department have gone into this new 

“gold rush for toxicologists” because of the 
many public research budgets around. 

As far as putting nanotechnology prod-
ucts on sale goes, my feeling is that people 
have plunged headlong in without properly 
assessing the impacts on human health and 
the environment. The many varieties of tita-
nium oxide powders used in sun block are a 
particular case in point – at least a dozen seri-
ous scientific publications suggest that these 
powders can elicit genotoxic responses.•
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A lot of people with little 
in the skills department 
have gone into this 
new “gold rush for 
toxicologists”.
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Working in the nanoworld:
who knows who is exposed?
Manufacture of and with nanomaterials is a growing industry. 
Workers run a risk of exposure at some stage in the production 
of nanomaterials, but more so in the manufacture of products 
that include nanomaterials, and in the transport, storage or 
treatment of waste. The lack of detailed, robust data to identify 
exposed workers at all points in the production chain is a real 
obstacle to risk prevention.

It is not known how many industries use na-
notechnologies, which makes it hard to say 
how many workers may be in contact with 
nanomaterials. As things stand, there is no 
detailed picture of the state of workers’ expo-
sure, but it is bound to increase in the years 
ahead as nano-developments increase. A rea-
sonable idea of the numbers of workers in-
volved would be helpful in developing specific 
risk assessments for nanotechnologies.

A few countries have put out figures, 
which have been published in the reports 
briefly reviewed here; but the data present-
ed below only gives an approximate picture 
of the potential scenario in these countries. 
This article aims to show how scant the infor-
mation on worker exposure is, and how more 
detailed information is urgently needed.

The big risk of exposure to nano-mate-
rials, according to the literature review pro-
duced by the European Agency for Safety and 
Health at Work (EU-OSHA), is concentrated 
in construction, health care, energy conver-
sion and use, the automobile and aerospace 
industry, chemical industry, textiles, defence, 
manufacturing of instruments and tools, as 
well as in electronics and communications1.

International research done by the 
University of California for the International 
Council on Nanotechnology2 has collected 
information on the number and locations of 
organizations working with nanomaterials 
around the world.

A total of 337 organizations were con-
tacted, and 64 responded to the survey. The 
response rate was highest in Asia (30%), 
while North America and Europe returned 
similar response rates (14% and 16%, respec-

tively). Most of the respondent organizations 
were small in size. 

As far as workforce sizes go, most of 
the organizations had fewer than 50 em-
ployees handling nanomaterials, while 26 
had one to nine employees and 29 had 10 to 
49 employees. Only four of the respondents 
had more than 250 employees handling na-
nomaterials. Although larger organizations 
had many employees, only a small percent-
age of these handled nanomaterials. Of the 
organizations with more than 100,000 em-
ployees, one had 1-9 employees handling 
nanomaterials, two had 10 to 49, one had 50 
to 250 and only one had 250 or more em-
ployees handling nanomaterials.

1. European Agency for 
Health and Safety at work 
2009, Literature review 
– Workplace exposure to 
nanoparticles, Bilbao, p. 21.

2. Gerritzen, G, Li-Chin, 
H et al. 2006, A review 
of current practices in the 
nanotechnology industry. 
Phase two report: survey 
of current practices in the 
nanotechnology workplace, 
The International Council 
on Nanotechnology, Santa 
Barbara, California.
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The most common customer industries 
operating with nanomaterials are R&D, elec-
tronics, energy, coatings, plastics, automo-
tive, and medical, as shown in the figure.

Some European countries have at-
tempted to quantify the number of workers 
exposed to nanoparticles in certain sectors 
through surveys. Limited though these stud-
ies are, they provide a good starting point. 
The baseline picture is as follows.

France

A 2007 study by the National Research and 
Safety Institute (INRS) reported between 
2000 and 4000 workers involved in nanopar-
ticle production. This figure does not include 
workers employed by companies using or 
processing nanoparticles or goods that con-
tain them, laboratory workers or employees 
of outside companies3.

Germany

Germany has a big role in nanotechnologies. 
It has taken the lead in the European Union 
in nanotech research and patent registration. 
But there is still too little published informa-
tion on worker exposure in Germany. Accord-
ing to the nanotechnology expert from Koop-
erationsstelle Hamburg, Dr. Henning Wriedt, 

“for Germany it can be predicted that trade un-
ion activities with regard to nanotechnologies 
will remain rather limited unless forced to 
expand by the societal debate at large if that 

debate gains considerable momentum and 
develops a completely new quality”4.

The Federal Institute for Occupational 
Health and Safety (BAuA), and the Chemical 
Industry Association (VCI) did a joint survey, 
but the way the questionnaire criteria were 
framed classed only 45 companies as per-
forming activities involving nanomaterials. 
For this article’s purposes, the data provided 
by BAuA cannot be treated as representative 
given Germany’s huge role in the research and 
development of nanotechnologies in Europe. 

Switzerland

In 2008, Switzerland published the Nano-In-
ventory study aimed at estimating the preva-
lence and extent of nanoparticles in Swiss 
industry and the potential exposure of the 
Swiss working population to engineered na-
noparticles, and to provide accurate figures5. 
A pilot survey was done in collaboration 
with the University of Lausanne’s Institute 
for Work and Health and SUVA, the Swiss 
Accident Insurance Fund. The study looked 
at Swiss companies from all branches of in-
dustry to estimate the number of companies 
using nanoparticles, as well as the number 
of workers potentially exposed at their work-
places from either handling nanoparticles, or 
their presence in the room as a nanoparticle 
application.

A total of 947 companies answered the 
survey. An average of 2 workers per company 
were directly involved with nanoparticle ap-
plications. The extrapolated finding was that 
1,309 workers in the Swiss production sector 
were potentially directly exposed to nanopar-
ticles.

The chemical industry showed the 
highest percentage of companies with a na-
noparticle application (21.2% of surveyed 
companies in this branch) and also a higher 
percentage of potentially exposed workers 
(0.5% of the workers in these companies).

The Netherlands

37 institutions or companies took part in a sur-
vey funded by the employment and environ-
ment ministries. They included 26 companies 
and 11 academic or research organizations.

The most frequent use of nanoparticles 
was found in surface and coating technology, 
including ink and paints. The nanoparticles 
used in the biggest quantities (more than  
10 tpa) are carbon black, amorphous silica and 
aluminium oxides. Other engineered nano-
particles (carbon nanotubes, nanosilver, iron 
oxides) were used only in small quantities.

3. "Production et utilisation 
industrielle des particules 
nanostructurées", 
Hygiène et Sécurité du 
Travail – Cahiers de notes 
documentaires 2007, 4th 
quarter, INRS.

4. The Kooperationsstelle 
Hamburg is a part of the 
Ministry of Science and 
Research for the city of 
Hamburg.

5. Schmid, K, Danuser, 
B, Riedike, M 2008, 
Swiss Nano Inventory, an 
assessment of the usage 
of nanoparticles in Swiss 
industry, Lausanne, Institut 
universitaire romand de 
santé au travail.
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Nanomaterials are 
gradually coming out 
of the laboratories and 
invading workplaces, 
where knowledge and 
control of the risks are 
certainly lower. 
Image: © Nanocyl, 
Th. Strickaert
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6. Borm, P, Houba, R, 
Linker, F 2008, Omgaan 
met nanodeeltjes op de 
werkvloer. Survey naar 
goede praktijken in omgaan 
met nanomaterialen in de 
Nederlandse industrie en 
kennisinstellingen, 74 p., 
<www.arbo.nl/downloads/
Omgaan%20met%20
nanomaterialen-final%20
version11%2007%2008.
pdf/view>.

7. Ministerio de Trabajo e 
Inmigración 2009, Boletín 
Oficial del Estado. Otras 
disposiciones, Num 61, 
Sec. III, p. 25055.

Of a total workforce of 41,000 employed 
by all participants, only 400 were in regular 
contact with nanoparticles, and about half of 
them were handling carbon black, amorphous 
silica and metal oxides or combinations of 
these. In the academic and research sector, a 
total of 137 workers were handling different 
nanoparticles in experimental stages6.

In only 8% of cases was any kind of ex-
posure monitoring done, usually as a single 
time measurement. 

Spain

In 2003, the Spanish government founded 
NanoSpain – a platform of 273 members 
from government, industry and academia set 
up to promote and intensify nanotechnology-
related activities.

Researchers and laboratory staff have 
the greatest risk of exposure to nanomateri-
als in Spain. There are as yet no figures on 
workplace exposure, although NanoSpain 
has an Industrial Working Group whose aims 
include identifying the number of industries 
working with nanomaterials.

A Spanish government press release 
reports that the National Institute for Occu-
pational Safety and Health will be working 
specifically on identifying nanoparticles at 
the workplace in 20097.

Norway

The Labour Inspection Authority is running a 
project entitled A descriptive study on the use 
and production of nanotechnology products 
in Norwegian employment in order to get an 
overview of potential occupational exposure 
to nanomaterials/nanoparticles at different 
Norwegian workplaces.

The project will do a representative sur-
vey of the types of nanomaterials, types of 
product (numbers), quantities of nanomateri-
als produced, imported and used, and the com-
panies, industries, and R&D institutions who 
are producing and working with nanomaterials. 

What does this tell us?

All this points to a need to further inves-
tigate workers’ direct exposure; an inter-
national inventory of companies working 
on nanotechnologies is needed for a better 
understanding of the bigger picture and the 
implementation of specific risk assessment 
measures. Whatever else, there is a strong 
case for implementing methods of measur-
ing and assessing workplace exposure to na-
noparticles and to protect workers from ex-
posure, as well as providing education and 
training of workers in the proper handling of 
nanomaterials.•

Nanoparticle-induced lung disease among 
Chinese workers

A study published in the August 2009 issue of 
European Respiratory Journal reports that nanopar-
ticles may be linked to illness and 2 deaths among 
a group of workers in China a.

The study by scientists at Beijing’s Chaoyang Hos-
pital describes the case of 7 young female workers 
who were exposed without protection to nanoparti-
cles consisting of polyacrylic ester for a period of 5 
to 13 months in a print plant.

All presented within the same period with shortness 
of breath, granulomas of the pleura, and an exces-
sive volume of discoloured fluid in the lung lining. 
Particles around 30 nanometres in diameter were 
found in lung fluid and tissue. The workers were 
sent to the hospital for tests and examinations. 

The patients had been working in a workshop 
where white paint was sprayed onto polystyrene 

slabs. The spraying, heating and drying of the 
slabs were automated; the workers' job, using a 
large scoop, was to load the machine with adhe-
sive paint made up of polyacrylic esters and han-
dle the slabs. The researchers learned that, in the 
months leading up to the workers' illness, the 70 
sq. m. workshop had been very poorly ventilated. It 
was windowless, the door was kept closed because 
of the cold, and the ventilation system had broken 
down five months earlier.

They acknowledge that their study is limited by 
the absence of environmental monitoring data 
of the workplace and the unknown composition 
of the nanoparticles. However, they write, "the 
detailed description of their working, the duration 
of daily exposure, the dosage of the material used 
everyday, the space of their workplace and the 
serious results of long-term exposure give us some 
important information that the concentrations of 
the polyacrylate nanoparticles that the workers 
were exposed to may be very high."         

Although there is no doubt that nanoparticles were 
present, expert opinion is divided. Some contend that 
the symptoms which the workers presented were 
‘similar’ to those seen in animals exposed to nano-
particles. Others argue that the symptoms are more 
consistent with a chemical exposure to the fumes and 
the poor working conditions. With the data available, 
it is hard to identify the main cause of the illness b.

This case raises serious concerns about work with 
nanoparticles. It may be the first study on clinical 
toxicity in humans due to long-term exposure to 
nanoparticles, and a perfect illustration of why 
working conditions must be adapted where nano-
materials are involved. 

a.  Song, Y, et al. 2009, Exposure to nanoparticles is related 

to pleural effusion, pulmonary fibrosis and granuloma, Eur 

Respir J; 34, p. 559–567.

b.  Maynard, A 2009, Nanoparticle exposure and occupational 

lung disease – six expert perspectives on a new clinical 

study, <http://community.safenano.org/blogs/andrew_

maynard>.
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Nanos in the human body
– Medical perspectives
and ethical concerns 
Healthcare is a priority focus of nanotechnology research, where 
the convergence of nanosciences, molecular and cell biology, and medicine 
can act to deliver improvements in human health and quality of life. 
It is an appealing prospect; but as with any new technology, there are both 
ethical and health and safety issues to be addressed, especially where 
applications in human bodies are concerned.

Nanotechnologies can be seen as a 
“tool-kit” that enables different life sciences 
to work together to produce new tools for di-
agnosis and treatments.

Advances in nanotechnology harbour 
many potential uses in medicine. They will 
help increase our understanding of the hu-
man body, its mechanisms and diseases, and 
how to restore it to health.

One possible application will be to cus-
tomise medical treatment through personal-
ised medicine delivery, where patients will 
be given the precise, controlled dose of their 
specific medication at the right time. Nan-
otechnologies will enable the development 
of nanostructures to deliver drug molecules 
directly into the cells. Nanoparticles can act 
as drug-carriers or Trojan horses by encap-
sulating the medication, travelling around 
the body indiscriminately and delivering the 
medication to the patient at the molecule lev-
el at the required dose when it is needed1.

Other developments are the generation 
of nanomaterials that could be applied to im-
prove tissue regeneration, like restoring car-
tilage function to overcome arthritis, in vitro 
engineered organ patches or biomaterials for 
in situ regeneration of bones. Nanotechnol-
ogy could also help in the fight against cancer, 
by developing nanomaterial systems to attack 
and destroy tumours.

Their multiple properties give nanoma-
terials a wide spectrum of medical uses; some 
have a biocidal activity used in self-cleaning 
surfaces. Recent research has investigated the 
properties of fullerene compounds2 as antivi-
ral agents to eliminate pathogens and bacteria 
in place of long-term antibiotic treatments3.

Nano-tool kits are also being developed 
that will use nano-robots to monitor health 
inside a patient or to act at the sub-cellular 
level where a disease occurs. Nano-robots 
could be introduced through the vascular sys-
tem, and could be programmed and guided 
by a surgeon to identify the molecular origins 
of severe diseases like Alzheimer’s or Parkin-
son’s, or to perform intra-cellular surgery4.

Behind this ostensibly rosy prospect, 
however, loom ethical and health and safety 
issues that any new technology raises, and 
which must be addressed to make a reasoned 
assessment of what is in view.

On ethical aspects, there is a wide-rang-
ing discussion of the potential risks of nano-
materials and nanotechnologies for humans, 
as little is still known about how they interact 
with the human body in terms of toxicity and 
carcinogenicity. This lack of knowledge is one 
reason why specific regulations are needed to 
control the use of nanotechnologies.

1. National Nanotechnology 
Initiative 2003, 
Workshop Report on 
Nanobiotechnology, 
Virginia, p. 39.
Liposomes for drug delivery 
in some cases of cancer 
therapy; nano-magnetic 
particles for magnetic 
resonance imaging and 
nanomaterials for void filler 
and dental restoration have 
been recently approved 
in the USA. Engineering 
and Physical Sciences 
Research Council 2008, 
Nanotechnology for 
Healthcare, p. 3.

2. Fullerene is one of the 
four types of naturally-
occurring forms of carbon. 
Its architectural structure 
resembles a football, or the 
geodesic domes designed 
by the architect and 
philosopher R. Buckminster 
Fuller; C60 is the most 
common, and consists of 60 
carbon atoms. Fullerenes 
were discovered as recently 
as 1985, and their most 
striking properties ― high 
symmetry, stability and 
versatility ― give them a 
wide range of applications.
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Nanotechnology could 
also help in the fight 
against cancer, by 
developing nanomaterial 
systems to attack and 
destroy tumours.
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3. Freitas, RA 2005, 
What is nanomedicine? 
Nanomedicine: Nanotech. 
Biol. Med. 1, p. 2-9.

4. Freitas, RA 2005, 
Nanotechnology, 
nanomedicine and 
nanosurgery, International 
Journal of Surgery, Vol. 3, 
Issue 4, p. 243-246.

Their ability to penetrate cell membranes 
allows some nanoparticles to enter the human 
body, travel easily through the bloodstream 
and deposit in organs. Skin, lungs and the in-
testine are likely to be the first entry route for 
such nanomaterials into the human body.

Nano-applications, by contrast, are tiny 
devices deliberately inserted into the human 
body as a tool for tracking, diagnosis or treat-
ment delivery without handling or exposure 
of the patient.

A big aim is to develop a single, multi-
purpose nano-device that will be able to as-
sist in imaging inside the body, recognize pre-
cancerous or cancerous cells, release a drug 
that targets only those cells, and report back 
on the effectiveness of the treatment.

There are two key considerations when 
implementing nano-devices. One relates to 
the individual or patient who must specifical-
ly consent to having the device implanted in 
their body. The other is how the nano-device 
itself reacts once in the organism, its effects 
and safety. 

For the individual, the risks and adverse 
outcomes of agreeing to a nano-implant raise 
issues of autonomy – control over one’s body 

– privacy, data protection, and informed con-
sent. It also has wider societal implications, 
raising questions of prudence and distribu-
tive justice. 

On the technical side, the small size and 
complexity of nano-devices means that their 
behaviour inside the human body may be 
unpredictable and uncontrollable, having un-
known effects that could cause a health prob-
lem. Future nanomaterials used in biomedical 
applications must be biologically compatible, 

Nano-applications in humans should 
deliver a better quality of life and health, but 
there are inherent risks in the development of 
any new technology. The ethical issues must 
be considered to gain a more rounded view of 
what the consequences might be, and how so-
ciety can respond to them. Ethical concerns 
have been raised in the sphere of health care 
in relation to implanting nano-devices and 
the possibility for human enhancement of-
fered by the use of nanotechnologies.

Nano-implants in the human body 

Nanotechnology could change the face 
of medical implants by allowing miniature 
devices to be further reduced in size and in-
serted in the human body to cure and repair 
damaged cells using nano-materials that 
have improved biocompatibility and physi-
ological integration with human tissue.

What is a nano-device?

Very tiny objects could be manufactured and inserted in the organs of the body for a specific purpose. 
They are small enough to enter the body, travel around, enter the cells and interact with DNA and 
proteins. Some examples of nano-devices or nano-implants are the so-called smart pills, organ replace-
ments, neural interfaces, and brain implants. They would offer a good way to treat neurological 
dysfunctions, cancers and other diseases and disabilities. 

Nano-devices might help to cure some diseases or deliver treatments; they could provide drug delivery, 
photodynamic therapy, or read the genetic code and detect errors. Other examples are titanium-bases 
micro-needles to control drug delivery, carbon nanotubes that trace the shape of the DNA and make a 
map, and quantum dots as sensors.
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Nanomedicine opens up 
untold prospects, but 
at what price for the 
integrity of humankind, 
personal free agency 
and respect for privacy?
Image: © Belga, NSP
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as well as functional within biological fluids 
and tissues, mainly because some cannot be 
detected by the immune system, making it es-
sential that they behave safely.

The implementation of nanotechnolo-
gies in healthcare systems will be fairly com-
plex and costly, mainly because this technolo-
gy requires expertise and precise biomedical 
equipment that may not be easily available. 
The question is, therefore, if nano-based 
treatments do become available for curing or 
treating diseases, how many people would be 
able to benefit from them? Will they be avail-
able to everyone? How many countries will be 
willing to implement this new technology in 
their health systems and medical centres? 

These technologies will have far-reach-
ing therapeutic uses of genuine potential ben-
efit, but it will be a small step to go far beyond 
treatment of disease or disability towards an 
end that faces society with another scenario – 
that of enhancement.

Human enhancement

Human enhancement – the idea of improv-
ing human characteristics and capacities – is 
a vast topic that embraces ethical considera-

tions about health, life and humanness. New 
technologies that can act within the human 
body make it possible to alter and eventually 
transform it in different ways. 

Transcending the limitations of hu-
manness to become a super-being has moved 
from the realm of science to that of literature 
and films. Modern writers like Mary Shel-
ley with Frankenstein (1818); Aldous Huxley 
with Brave New World (1932); George Orwell 
with 1984 (1949) and Isaac Asimov’s Robot 
series, have brought ideas of perfect societies 
or improved individuals into the popular con-
sciousness. On the big screen, films like The 
Boys from Brazil (1978); Gattaca (1997) and 
The Island (2005) have also excited the public 
imagination with issues about communitar-
ian eugenics.

Enhancing the body or mind could be 
seen as the ultimate goal for humans. A ma-
jor proponent of human enhancement, the 
controversial British philosopher John Har-
ris, argues that the idea of improving humans 
is not just promising but should be seen as a 
duty. He argues that humans have the capacity 
to decide what enhancing techniques are best 
for themselves, and emphasises that "there is 
no moral case for delaying access to any treat-

ment or any technology with health benefits 
until we are in the position to provide equita-
ble and universal access. The more beneficial 
the technology, whether it be therapeutic or 
enhancing, the greater moral imperative for 
wide and equitable access"5. The complexity 
of the issue, however, lies in ensuring safety 
(of treatments and effects) and universal ac-
cess, among other matters that must be ad-
dressed in order to justify enhancements.

Human enhancement means the aug-
mentation, improvement, enrichment or 
addition of human functions, sensorial per-
formances (physical and performance excel-
lence); the modification of physical appear-
ance (beauty perfection), the augmentation 
of memory or intelligence (cognitive enrich-
ment), or the improvement in mood and per-
sonality (greater contentment). 

It may also involve the insertion of de-
vices or human-machine interfaces and the 
extension of life, prolonging productive life 
and delaying the decline in faculties that ac-
companies old age.

If the right technique is applied and the 
complex scientific issues are overcome, hu-
man enhancement can be a real possibility. 
The best example is therapy. Generally speak-
ing, the aim of a therapy is to cure or treat a 
condition, while the aim of human enhance-
ment is to improve the – generally, healthy – 
organism above its normal capacities. A ther-
apy may go further than its purposes of just 
curing a disease to become an enhancement 
by increasing the individual’s general capabil-
ities and health. For instance, it might be pos-
sible to go from correcting eyesight to enhanc-
ing vision outside of the normal parameters. 

Current thinking is around prospects 
for enhancing memory, attention, muscle 
strength, speed and sight. Other possible sce-
narios include boosting physical abilities to 

5. Harris, J 2007, 
Enhancing Evolution. The 
ethical case of making 
better people, Oxfordshire, 
Princeton University Press. 
Professor John Harris, 
British philosopher at the 
University of Manchester, 
defends a libertarian 
position on bioethical 
issues.

Lab-on-a-chip inside battle suits

Battlefield hospitals are not easily come by, so the 
Institute for Soldiers Technologies based in Massa-
chusetts, USA, is researching ways of improving the 
survival of soldiers in combat. Its exploration of the 
use of nanomaterials, has led it to develop laborato-
ries on chips that will be fitted into battle suits. 

This lab-on-a-chip consists of nano-devices that 
carry out rapid, real-time medical monitoring of 

soldiers exposed to toxic agents and biological 
hazards by sampling one of their cells. The results 
can be available within 10 minutes.

Another battle suit project is nano-enabled 
material and devices to far-forward medical treat-
ment and drug delivery, like splinting wounds 
or preventing adverse movements after head or 
neck injury, and materials and devices to enable 
controlled release of medication.
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and values, which would involve a complex 
re-organisation of society.

In a scenario where some individuals 
were changed while others remained "natu-
ral", unchanged, society might become sub-
divided into classes of human: the enhanced 
vs. the unenhanced; or the controllers and 
the controlled. So enhancement raises the is-
sue of power, of the balance between the new 
technologies, individual choices and genetic 
tendencies.

For planned design to take over from 
the genetic lottery or natural traits could 
subjugate certain human values that should 
be preserved – strengthening the sense of re-
sponsibility, of what humans are, solidarity 
with others, and fostering society.

The ethical debate

The issue of ethics in nanotechnology is not 
about future-gazing. The point of an ethical 
discussion is to develop a responsible attitude 
towards the future of society and humanity 
as a whole, enabling future generations to in-
herit a better environment in a holistic sense. 

The idea of a responsible future has 
been widely developed by Hans Jonas, a Ger-
man philosopher, in his critical theory of eth-
ical responsibility for including new technol-
ogies in society, and the relationship of man 
to modern technology, trying to anticipate 
the consequences of the technological choices 
that society makes: "ethics of the future"6.

This article has offered some exam-
ples of possible nanotechnology applications 
in health care. The power and complexity of 
these technologies means that the potential 
consequences need to be assessed to avoid 
harm and misuse. 

Application of those techniques may in-
volve many ethical issues, and the funding for 
nanotechnology projects must give weight to 
the health and ethical aspects. Safety is cer-
tainly a major one. Are the risks measurable? 
The general concern is whether the technolo-
gies will be safe in use, whether there are po-
tential risks or unwanted effects, and what 
steps would be taken to avoid misuse. 

It is not only patient awareness that 
needs to be raised – there is also concern 
about nurses and hospital staff who carry out 
various procedures involving high exposure 
to radiation and hospital waste, for example. 
Some hospital personnel are routinely ex-
posed to radiation on a daily basis. Specific 
exposure measures, information and ade-
quate training need to be provided for newly-
developed nano-related therapies.

There is also a lack of knowledge about 
chemical risks, because the physical phenom-
ena at nano-level are not yet fully understood. 
Research into nano-developments and tech-
niques must address the need for nanomate-
rials to be introduced safely into the human 
body, explore the interactions of biocompat-
ibility and possible toxicity. 

The body of research publications on 
the possibility that some nanoparticles might 
penetrate the organs has led some scientists 
to propose that a database of health risks be 

6. Jonas, H 1984, The 
Imperative of responsibility. 
In search of an ethics for 
the technological age, 
Chicago, The University of 
Chicago.

A nanowalker robot built with DNA

New York University and China’s Nanjing University have developed a nano-
robot made of strands of DNA that walks on two legs each of ten nanome-
tres long. The robot reportedly has the ability to alter and exchange pieces 
of genetic code, because it is small enough to work on a molecular scale.

It measures approximately 150 x 50 x 8 nanometres; its legs are each 36 
bases long and are linked to each other by DNA. To make the foot take hold 
of the sidewalk, researchers added a "set strand" — complementary to both 
strands — that zips the foot to the foothold. To make the robot walk, they 
then added an "unset strand" to unzip the foot. The released foot then 
grabs another set strand to move forward and zip up to its next hold on the 
track. A new set strand unzips the foot to allow it to step backwards.

The legs, called cassettes, store different pieces of information; while DNA 
has previously filled that niche, other species such as proteins and chemical 
components could theoretically be placed in them. The niche could poten-
tially serve as a factory for assembling the building blocks of new materials. 
With this capability, it has the potential to develop new synthetic fibres, ad-
vance the encryption of information, and improve DNA-scaffolded computer 
assembly. But first, the researchers have to figure out how to make their tiny 
robot carry something, like a single atom.

It is not unfeasible that 
over the long term, a 
DNA modification could 
be handed down the 
generations.

achieve perfect performances in competitive 
sports, or endowing people with new capabil-
ities by adding new genes to the DNA code or 
eliminating "wrong" ones. 

One fear about nanotechnology-based 
enhancement is its scope for altering human 
DNA through a modification to the genetic 
code or gene expression which could remain 
in the DNA and be passed on down the gen-
erations. These changes could have an impact 
on the genetic variability of human evolution. 

It is still too soon to tell for sure what 
the effects of such interventions may be, but 
it is not unfeasible that over the long term, a 
DNA modification could be handed down the 
generations, with no certainty as to whether 
it could be inherited safely or with errors of 
some kind. Whatever the outcome of the in-
tervention, could the unwanted effects be 
controlled, or the mistakes corrected? The 
concern is about the risk of modifying human 
traits and even human nature – a step to be 
taken with caution. 

Also, altering parameters in human 
beings could change our understanding of 
what it is to be human – in sum, creating a 
new conception of the human body, of health 
and physical condition, and of the meaning 
of life. The end result could be a progressive 
redesigning of the human condition. New so-
cial parameters will most probably require 
changes to social organisation, laws, culture 
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compiled, linking the different nanomateri-
als to their interaction, impact and possible 
consequences on different cells, tissues or 
organs.

If these technologies are to be applied 
in health systems, there should be structural 
reforms of healthcare programmes to make 
them available to the community. Nanote-
chnologies should enable the delivery of bet-
ter healthcare; the cost of nano-applications, 
public and private research funding and risk 
assessment are issues here.

Developing countries or regions that are 
not benefiting from nanotechnology might 
even need to be given help, in order to fur-
ther the common good of humanity. But some 
regulation of this would be a wise precaution.

One ethical issue under debate overlay-
ing the economic impact is the possibility of a 
widening social and economic divide caused 
by access to these technologies. The hypoth-
esis of two species of humans was mentioned 
earlier, differentiating the technological 

“haves” and “have-nots”.
Questions of distributive justice, fair-

ness and autonomy must be seriously ad-
dressed. Individual selfhood is a complex 
concept, embracing protection of the identity, 
self-determination, belonging and relation-
ships, which are fundamental human rights. 

Where human identity is concerned, 
each human being has the right to have their 
own characteristics, signifying that no-one 
should have the power to determine how oth-
ers should be, what traits they should have. 
Irreversible interventions that modify human 
traits actually diminish human freedom7 – 
the freedom that every human being has to 
be themselves and not be dependent on oth-
ers’ decisions. 

The preservation of humankind obvi-
ously raises considerations of the authenticity 
and dignity of individuals and the perpetua-
tion of the species. The question is what right 

we have to interfere with natural evolution, 
and to what extent can it be done – what are 
humans capable of? 

All our actions and omissions have con-
sequences for the future. Many international 
declarations and agreements recognize the 
need to safeguard future generations. Our ac-
tions may not be primarily directed towards 
harming successor generations, but they have 
the potential to affect them. This means tak-
ing responsibility for what we do today, and 
not leaving others to pick up the cost. 

An ethical assessment of issues around 
nanotechnology applications will provide so-
ciety with information, knowledge and tools 
to respond to possible perils. It will also help 
to construct a framework for assessing nan-
otechnologies and nanosciences. 

But preventive action may help people 
to manage their health and enhance their 
quality of life by themselves. An individual’s 
best chance of leading a healthy life comes 
from the sense of responsibility of their own 
well-being and lifestyle education. Nanotech-
nology development and the education of the 
public need to go hand in hand.

The purpose of analysing ethical as-
pects of nanotechnologies is to develop aware-
ness and a critical approach to the possible 
benefits and risks of potential applications. 
One key issue is providing people with the 
knowledge to give fully-informed consent to 
the nano-applications that might affect their 
health. Society must be able to have a holistic 
vision of the meaning of the human body, and 
make choices about health and life.•

7. Habermas, J 2003, The 
future of human nature, 
Cambridge.
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No-one should have the 
power to determine how 
others should be, what 
traits they should have.
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“The sky’s the limit in the nano world”, is a 
pet quip among nanotechnologists. But the 
pleasantry doesn’t just point up the promised 
progress we expect nanos to bring. It also ex-
emplifies the quantum leap into the unknown 
that industrialized countries and their so-
called “emerging” rivals are poised to make 

– or may already have made.
There is some risk to any technology 

leap, which is often surrounded by stormy 
debates between what could be crudely divid-
ed into “standard-bearers of progress” and 

“prophets of doom”.
As long ago as the early 19th centu-

ry, the development of the railways in Eu-
rope aroused passions, with church leaders 
stepping into the debate to warn their flock 
against this “work of the devil” which “could 
hasten the decline of mankind”.

The row over genetically modified or-
ganisms (GMOs) is the most recent example 
of how this kind of controversy bursts onto 
the public scene. Where nanotechnologies 
are concerned, the low-profile meetings and 
expert seminars stole a march on the public 
forum, as if the politicians, economic, scien-
tific and other policy makers were desperate 
to avoid another “Frankenstein foods”-type 
scenario. 

Talking to those involved with the nano 
world, one thing they all share is an unques-
tioning belief that our society will be pro-
gressively changed by the technologies of the 
infinitely small. Many – and not just those 
in business – believe that society cannot do 
without their positive spin-offs. But it could 
be argued that putative benefits to society 

cannot legitimate the use of nanotechnolo-
gies outside of all democratic control.

Why do we need a real society-wide de-
bate? For one thing, because nanoparticles 
are something completely new. The scientific 
consensus is that in this new world, the tradi-
tional laws of science do not obtain. At the na-
nometre scale, the particles and the objects 
that result from them have specific properties 
and behave in unique ways. How are these 
nanoparticles – alone or in combination with 
one another or macroscopic substances – go-
ing to interact with our bodies and our en-
vironment? What about the vexed issue of 
recycling and elimination of nanoproducts – 
those increasingly common consumer goods 
that contain nanoparticles? Is it acceptable 
for consumers and workers to be exposed un-
beknown to substances whose toxicological 
properties we know so little about? 

Alongside these health and environ-
mental challenges, nanotechnologies raise 
other fundamental issues for the future of 
our societies, not least the protection of pri-
vacy, the control of these technologies and 
their potential use as instruments of domi-
nation, and the radical changes they will 
make to our relationships to each other, and 
to nature.

Policymakers now face a critical deci-
sion. They can either keep backing nanotech-
nologies willy-nilly, hoping the risks will be 
rapidly controlled or, more disingenuously, 
that the chain of responsibilities will eventu-
ally be so blurred that society will not bother 
looking for the architects of misfortune. Or 
they can engage a real policy of dialogue with 
their citizens on an issue on which all our fu-
tures depend. 

Over to them.• 

Why there must be
a public debate on nanos

It could be argued that putative benefits 
to society cannot legitimate the use 
of nanotechnologies outside of all 
democratic control.

The editorial staff
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Hairdressing and beauty care:
European action
for safer workplaces 
Asthma, respiratory and skin allergies up to and including cancers from handling
cosmetic products, musculoskeletal disorders, work pace-related stress… 
ll these and more are health risks run by those who work in the hairdressing
and beauty care sectors. The European industry federation for services is proposing
a European framework agreement to prevent health being injured in this way.

From the unions 1/4

Joëlle Maraschin
Journalist

Hairdressing is a 
female-dominated oc-
cupation, 87% staffed 
by women.  
Over a million people 
are employed in up to  
400 000 hairdressing 
salons across Europe. 
The sector is character-
ized by its young work-
force: 83% are under 26 
years of age. 
Image: © Belga/AFP, 
Alain Jocard
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Oxidation dyes and tints are most often to 
blame. Most hairdressing salons have no ef-
fective ventilation systems to remove pol-
lutants, so hairdressers breathe in irritant 
toxic and/or sensitising particles and fumes. 
The Côte d’Or survey found that hairdress-
ing workers reported respiratory symptoms 
like rhinitis, persistent coughs and shortness 
of breath. While the causal link between the 
respiratory symptoms and the products used 
may not always be firmly made, hairdressing 
has one of the highest rates of occupational 
asthma. In the Côte d’Or field study, 3% of the 
interviewees had asthma. While none of the 
workers interviewed had reported their con-
dition as an occupational disease, the study's 
authors considered that approximately 1% 
of the workers had asthma that was “clearly 
work-related”. Among women, nearly 20% of 
occupational asthma cases originate in the 
hairdressing sector, according to the most 
recent data published by the national occu-
pational asthma monitoring centre2. The al-
kaline persulphate used to lighten and bleach 
hair is the primary cause of occupational 
asthma among hairdressers. 

Appearances are deceptive – hairdresser and 
beautician are high-risk jobs by any stand-
ards. The scale of occupational diseases in 
the hairdressing sector has been revealed by 
a series of recent studies done in France in 
particular. The data produced concern main-
ly male and female hairdressers, but can be 
applied to beauty salon workers. 

According to the most recent statistics 
put out by the Ile-de-France regional health 
insurance fund, the number of recognized oc-
cupational diseases for hairdressing workers in 
2000 was more than five times that for the total 
employed population in all sectors combined. 

The most frequent occupational dis-
eases suffered by hairdressers are allergy-re-
lated ill health conditions – eczema, asthma 
or rhinitis – and musculoskeletal disorders 
(MSDs). And these are only recognized oc-
cupational diseases – i.e., ones actually re-
ported by workers, who very often do not 
know their rights. The hairdressing sector is 
made up of a very large number of very small 
businesses employing staff barely up to dou-
ble figures, and mostly women. Very few have 
an employee rep, and even fewer a health and 
safety committee. 

Chemical hazards 
 

Hairdressers daily handle hundreds of 
chemicals that go into making shampoos, lo-
tions, hair colourings, bleaching/lightening 
products for high- and lowlighting, perm-
ing and curling products, hair lacquer and 
other sprays. These products are treated as 
cosmetics, and so fall outside the rules on 
chemicals used on work places (see box p. 44). 
But repeated use of shampoos destroys the 
skin barrier and can produce irritation and 
allergic reactions. Hair bleaching, colouring 
and perming products, in particular, contain 
many corrosive substances, irritants and al-
lergens that affect the skin, eyes and airways. 

A field survey by an occupational health 
service among hairdressers in the Côte d’Or 
département (Burgundy) found that 41% of 
hairdressing salon workers have skin prob-
lems1. A quarter of hairdressers have eczema 
or irritant contact dermatitis of the hands. 

1. Amodeo, M et al. 2004, 
"La coiffure : une enquête 
de terrain en Côte-d’Or", 
Documents pour le Médecin 
du Travail, INRS, n° 99, 
3rd quarter 2004.

2. Ameille, J et al. 2003, 
"Reported incidence of 
occupational asthma 
in France, the ONAP 
programme", Occup Environ 
Med, 60, p. 136-41.
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Dramatic rise in MSDs among hairdressers

The incidence of MSDs is rising sharply in the hairdressing sector. The latest 
available French data show that they account for about half of all occupational 
diseases. France’s health, pensions and welfare institutions for the hairdressing 
industry together with hairdressing business unions recently launched preven-
tion campaigns against these ill health conditions in hairdressers. Workers are 
asked to look for the early signs of MSDs and consult their doctor. Business own-
ers/managers are recommended various ways of helping their employees avoid 
these problems: providing work areas that take the stressors of body movements 
and moving around into account, paying attention to noise and lighting levels, 
managing workloads through job rotation, break arrangements, etc. 

The framework agreement proposed to the employers' federations details 
measures to prevent MSDs in the hairdressing and beauty care sector. Its 
recommendations include height-adjustable chairs for customers and workers 
to provide an appropriate working height and enable changes in postures, as 
well as lighter hair driers and the use of floor trolleys to limit load handling. An 
emphasis is put on work organization, with sufficient breaks and task alterna-
tion to reduce physical and psychological stresses. 

“The tubes sold to hairdressers often 
come without either gloves or the 
warning notices that you get with 
products sold to the public.”
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Potentially carcinogenic 
and reprotoxic

As well as skin and airway problems, repeated 
daily exposure to many cosmetics is suspect-
ed to cause occupational cancers. An expert 
group set up by the World Health Organiza-
tion’s International Agency for Research on 
Cancer recently classified the occupation of 
hairdresser and barber as “probably carcino-
genic” (see box). 

Various researchers have also looked at 
the possible toxicity for reproduction of prod-
ucts used by hairdressers. A study by the Uni-
versity Hospital Department of Occupational 
Medicine at Lund in Sweden3 found that hair-
dressers had a slight increased risk of having 
intrauterine growth-retarded infants and in-
fants with birth defects. The researchers were 
unable to make a link with a specific chemical 
but did note an association between intrau-
terine growth retardation and frequent per-
manent waving or use of hair sprays by work-
ers. Another Scandinavian study has looked 
at the link between facial malformations – 
cleft palates and hare lips – in newborns and 
their mother’s occupation during pregnancy4. 
They found a higher incidence of cleft palates 
among the children of mothers who were 

hairdressers. Other studies, however, have 
found no significant association between the 
mother’s occupation as a hairdresser and the 
risk of birth defects. The IARC experts, how-
ever, do not consider the findings of these dif-
ferent studies show sufficient evidence of the 
existence of a reprotoxic risk. 

Diseases of the bones, joints 
and blood vessels

Back bowed, head bent over, elbow raised, 
arms stretched, wrist twisted: when sham-
pooing, cutting or blow-drying, hairdressers’ 
bodies are under strain all day long. “Hair-
dressing is a physically exhausting job, I was 
stood up all day long, in a warm, humid at-
mosphere”, recalls Sandrine, a former hair-
dresser who left the line of work. Prolonged 
standing positions and constrained postures 
are the main factors associated with MSDs, 
which are particularly common ill health con-
ditions among hairdressing salon workers. 
Breaks that are too-short and too far apart, 
long working stretches, unsuitable equipment 
like unwieldy hair driers, hair-washing sinks 
that are set too low or customer seating with 
no height adjustment can also contribute to 
the development of MSDs. 

According to a study by the Orbis im-
provement of working conditions department 
in the Netherlands, half of hairdressers suf-
fer from neck, shoulder and wrist MSDs, and 
a third complain of low back pain5. The Côte 
d’Or survey finds approximately the same 
prevalences: low back pain among at least half, 
and neck pains among a third, of respondents. 
Shoulder and wrist conditions are common. 
As hairdressers work mainly standing and 
walking, they often have vein problems. In the 
Côte d’Or survey, 60% of workers complained 
of aching legs and 20% had varicose veins, al-
though the average age of interviewees was 
under 30. A quarter took venotonic drugs, 
while some also wore support stockings, in a 
bid to relieve their physical pain. 

Tired and stressed

The Côte d’Or occupational health serv-
ice doctors also quizzed hairdressers about 
their stress levels. Half reported feeling fa-
tigued and/or stressed. Many suffered from 
sleep disorders. Permanent client contact, 
customer satisfaction requirements, secrets 
imparted by clients during styling, were 
sources of stress. But it was time pressures 
that most professionals cited as stress factors, 
with stylists having to organize themselves to 
minimise customer waiting times. 

EVEREST (small firm risk assessment 
and monitoring by a health and safety at work 
network), a French network run by occupa-
tional hygienists and doctors, investigated 

3. Rylander, L et al. 
2002, "Reproductive 
outcome among female 
hairdressers", Occup 
Environ Med, 59, p. 517-22.

4. Lorente, C et al. 2000, 
"Maternal occupational 
risk factors for oral clefts. 
Occupational Exposure and 
Congenital Malformation 
Working Group", Scand J 
Work Environ Health, 26 
(2), p. 137-45.

5. De Kruif, F 2001, 
Working conditions in 
the hairdressing salon 
sector. The agreement on 
improvement of working 
conditions (Arbo) as an 
example in the Netherlands 
of the emergence of 
managed improvements 
in working conditions for 
hairdressers at European 
level, presentation to the 
European Social Dialogue 
for the hairdressing salon 
sector, 9 April 2001.

Studies have suggested 
that hairdressers are at 
increased risk of bladder 
cancer.
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Professionals ignored by the Cosmetics Directive

The EU rules on cosmetics date from 1976. To enable products to move 
freely within the European market, the Member States adopted a number of 
common provisions that are meant to ensure that consumer safety and infor-
mation. But the regulations do not require a toxicity assessment to be made 
of cosmetic products and their ingredients for use by hairdressing or beauty 
care professionals. A proposal to overhaul the 1976 Directive will certainly 
improve consumer safety, but once again does nothing to protect the health 
of professional users. The proposed revision has become the focus of organ-
ized action by trade unions representing the hairdressing and beauty care 
sectors in Europe. As well as drafting a framework agreement, they also had 
a meeting in Brussels with the employee reps from world cosmetics market 
leader L’Oréal. The aim is to set an intersectoral European dialogue going to 
protect the health of all workers concerned by cosmetics, both upstream in 
manufacturing, and downstream among daily professional users. 
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6. Bruneteau, A et al. 2004, 
"Evaluation et prévention 
des risques dans les salons 
de coiffure", Documents 
pour le Médecin du Travail, 
INRS, n° 99, 3rd quarter 
2004.

Towards a European framework 
agreement?

It was this body of medical research describ-
ing these work hazards that prompted the Eu-
ropean industry federation Uni Europa Hair 
& Beauty to put a draft framework agreement 
forward to the employers' federations last 
spring. The hairdressing and beauty care sec-
tors employ more than a million workers in 
Europe. “Our strategy is to propose a ready-
to-go agreement. Even if changes are made, 
hopefully we can get an agreement before 
the end of this year”, says François Laurent, 
national secretary of the Confederation of 
Christian Trade Unions in Belgium, and Uni 
Europa’s chief negotiator. 

The draft framework agreement comes 
at a time when the European Parliament has 
just voted for a revision of the Cosmetics Di-
rective. “We wanted the new directive to take 
occupational exposures into account, but the 
EU wouldn’t go down that road”, complains 
François Laurent. The framework agreement  

work organization in 22 hairdressing salons 
in Brittany6. They found a high incidence of 
part-time work, but that unbroken days were 
the norm. Salons may work long opening 
hours to fit in with customers’ hours of work. 

Françoise Wellecam, an activist 
with the Lille regional branch of the Force 
Ouvrière union, receives many calls from 
hairdressers exhausted by their work pac-
es. “The working conditions themselves are 
pretty harsh. On top of that, employers are 
constantly changing work and leave rosters 
to suit themselves”, she says. The union of-
ficial for hairdressers in her region reports 
that many workers are dropping out of the 
job because of these constraints. This is 
borne out by a snapshot of the Côte d’Or 
hairdressing salon workforce, which shows 
most to be under 30. “A lot of women are 
getting out because they are fed-up with the 
working conditions. It is a particularly high 
turn-over sector”, Françoise Wellecam adds. 
Low pay combined with unstable working 
hours do little for work-life balance. 

is a good opportunity for management and 
labour to look again at the prevention of risks 
from handling cosmetic products. “The tubes 
sold to hairdressers often come without ei-
ther gloves or the warning notices that you 
get with products sold to the public”, adds 
Guy Marin, a former hairdresser and nation-
al secretary of Force Ouvrière’s Hairdressers’ 
Federation. “Manufacturers are very reluc-
tant to tell us what goes into the cosmetics we 
use in our salons”, he says. 

The draft framework agreement seeks 
to reduce cosmetics-related occupational 
diseases by getting the signatory parties 
to pledge to continue working for Commu-
nity rules that address professionals’ con-
cerns. Specifically, this includes developing 
a health and safety certification system for 
hairdressing cosmetics. The agreement calls 
for effective ventilation, and preferably an 
extraction system in equipment rooms, for 
aerosol sprays to be scrapped if possible, and 
for powders to be replaced by gels. It wants 
employers to have certain obligations, like 
providing protective gloves, informing and 
training staff in preventive measures, stor-
ing products safely, etc. As well as prevention 
of chemical hazards, the agreement contains 
recommendations for averting MSDs (see 
box), stress and fatigue, and for improving 
the work environment. The trade unionists 
are hopeful of seeing their draft agreement 
endorsed, because the social dialogue in the 
hairdressing sector has been established for 
several years, and the social partners have 
already adopted EU-level agreements on 
professional training, quality standards and 
even health and safety.•

Hair colourings and occupational cancers

The International Agency for Research on Cancer 
(IARC) classified the occupational exposure of 
hairdressers and barbers as 2A - i.e., probably 
carcinogenic – in 1993. The IARC’s conclusions are 
based on the findings of several epidemiological 
studies showing an excess of between 60% and 
20% in bladder cancers among male hairdressers 
and barbers. The same significant rise in the risk 
of bladder cancer, however, is not found among 
women working in the hairdressing sector. An 
increased lung cancer risk of 30% was also found 
in both sexes. Some studies have suggested an 
excess of ovarian, prostate and mouth cancers and 

lymphomas, while others have found no excess 
risk. Heavy smoking has, however, been shown to 
be prevalent among hairdressers, which the IARC 
argues may explain the increase in lung cancers but 
not bladder cancers. 

Other studies published since the IARC’s first review 
have confirmed the increased cancer risk among 
hairdressers, but the findings are not wholly consist-
ent. The IARC experts have therefore revisited 
this occupational hazard, this time looking at the 
chemical composition of hair colourings. This study 
coupled with a monograph was published in April 
2008 in the journal The Lancet Oncology*. It points 
to the presence in hair dyes of several aromatic 

amines and other carcinogenic dyes. Referring to 
the slight but significant increase in bladder cancers 
observed in hairdressers, the experts conclude that 
the occupations of hairdressers and barbers are 
“probably carcinogenic” because of their occupa-
tional exposure to these dyes. Where women and 
men who dye their hair are concerned, the experts 
offer some reassurance. Based on the handful of 
epidemiological studies carried out, they consider 
that the personal use of hair colourings does not 
expose the user to an excess risk of cancer. 

* Baan et al. 2008, "Carcinogenicity of some aromatic 

amines, organic dyes, and related exposures", The Lancet 

Oncology, vol. 9, n° 4, p. 322 - 323, April 2008.

“A lot of women are 
getting out because 
they are fed-up with the 
working conditions.”
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Jeans, the human cost
of a fashion icon
Silicosis is an incurable – but preventable – occupational disease.
And yet people across the world are still dying of it. In Turkey,
40 jeans industry workers have died of silicosis in recent years alone.
In April 2009, a ministerial instruction finally banned the hand
sanding of jeans in response to pressure from a joint committee
of workers, unions, doctors and civil society organizations. But Turkish
manufacturers are already outsourcing these activities elsewhere.

performs it; all throughout the treatment, 
he will be continuously breathing in minute 
dust particles that cause severe diseases of 
the airways. A combination of factors adds to 
the danger of this activity and the speed with 
which it harms workers' health: permanent 
exposure to dust, cramped treatment rooms, 
long working hours, and in many cases com-
pletely unhygienic workshops with no form of 
health protection. On top of that, the sand-
blasting rooms are rarely ventilated because 
the employers’ aim in all circumstances is 
to avoid the dispersion of dust which might 
push up their costs.

Silicosis in five years 

One of the worst diseases caused by breathing 
in silica, granite, sand and stone dust is sili-
cosis. Although one of the oldest occupation-
al diseases, it is still – as current knowledge 
stands – incurable. Once contracted, it contin-
ues to exert its irreversible effects until death. 
The European Union banned these manufac-
turing processes over 40 years ago specifically 
because of this high level of risk. European 
companies, reluctant to forego the vast rev-
enue involved, chose to switch production to 
as-yet unregulated regions, which is why since 
the early 2000s, production has been relo-
cated to countries like Turkey, Syria, Bangla-
desh, Mexico, India and Indonesia, moving on 
thereafter to Southeast Asia and North Africa.

Until very recently, silicosis was main-
ly found in miners, building and excavation 
workers, and foundry and ceramics indus-
try workers, generally surfacing after 20-30 
years of work. More recently, however, the 

disease has also started surfacing in other 
lines of work, like certain dentistry occupa-
tions and the clothing industry. 

The first two recorded cases in Turkey’s 
jeans industry were diagnosed in 2005 – two 
non-smoker labourers aged 18 and 19 who 
had been working in the sector since 2000. 
Unlike previously recorded cases of silicosis, 
the disease was contracted in less than five 
years. The contemporaneous medical report 
noted, “the first [case] presented with a his-
tory of dry cough, dizzy spells and weight loss 
over a period of three months. The second 
had suffered from shortness of breath for four 
years. They were aged only 13 and 14 when 
they started doing this job for eleven hours 
a day in the same small workshop with no 
window or ventilation and with only a basic 
face mask for protection. The younger died 
a day after diagnosis (…); for the other, the 
prescribed treatment did nothing to ease his 
breathing”.

The clothing – and especially the jeans 
– industry is a major contributor to Turkey’s 
economy. It has seen a big expansion since the 
end of the 1970s, with an explosive growth of 
workshops up and down the country in the 
past decade. In 2008, Turkey was the third 
biggest world exporter of jeans, with sales of 
US$2.3 billion. More than 300 000 people 
are thought to work in the sector. 

Young people from rural areas and 
neighbouring countries drawn by the hope 
of finding jobs and a better life flock in their 
thousands in a steady stream to the outer sub-
urbs of Istanbul, Ankara and other big towns. 
They want to earn money and are willing to 
put up with very harsh working conditions  

International news 1/2

Silvana Cappuccio
Occupational Health & Safety Officer, International, Textile,
Garment & Leather Workers' Federation (ITGLWF)

Work can kill, as workers well know. And 
not just the long-recognized high-risk jobs 
like the building trades. Other jobs, where 
the risks are less obvious, are just as health-
damaging. Jeans manufacture is a textbook 
case. Some years ago, a team of researchers 
and doctors from the Atatürk University in 
Erzurum (north-eastern Turkey) found a link 
between jeans manufacture and silicosis, one 
of the worst respiratory tract diseases.

Around five billion pairs of jeans are 
made throughout the world each year. Not 
only are jeans among the best-known and 
popular items of clothing, but the fabric itself 
has a long tradition and a celebrated history, 
beginning in the Italian town of Genoa sever-
al centuries ago, when port workers adopted 
it for work clothing because of its resistance. 
It was only in the 1950s that it began to sweep 
through lifestyles and mass culture to be-
come a global cultural icon.

One of the trendiest fashions in jeans is 
faded denim, with its characteristic look half-
way between old and vintage, bordering on 
worn-through. Many youngsters in the 1960s 
used bleach to get that effect. As faded denim 
gradually became the “must have” look, jeans 
manufacturers channelled the fashion, adapt-
ing to capture the new market. They rapidly 
developed an industrial-scale production proc-
ess to produce these kinds of jeans in the mil-
lions. A huge business volume generated by 
the simplest of processes. Blasting stones with 
compressed air jets produces a very fine sand 
whose abrasive and erosive effect both softens 
the denim and lightens its original deep colour.

It is an operation that is extremely 
damaging to the health of the worker who 
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Business owners are keen to profit from this 
labour supply in return for monthly pay of 
500-900 Turkish pounds (230-400 euros). 
Production operations require few facilities 
and little machinery. Workers are crowded 
into cramped, enclosed spaces without venti-
lation so as to minimise sand loss. It matters 
little that the excess dust ends up deposited 
deep in the pulmonary alveoli (air cells) of the 
hapless sandblasting workers, who are often 
young immigrants, some even children, from 
inland Turkey or Romania, Bulgaria, Molda-
via, Georgia or Azerbaijan. 

From 10 000 to 15 000 workers 
concerned

Forty jeans manufacturing workers have 
died of silicosis in Turkey in recent years. In 
April 2009, a Ministry of Labour and Social 
Security instruction finally banned the hand 
sanding of jeans and any other clothing with 
the stated aim of preventing the development 
and spread of silicosis. At the same time, the 
government announced that sixty-odd illegal 
workshops would be shut down, enforcement 
improved, and pension rights guaranteed for 
the workers concerned.

The announcement of the ban was 
greeted with howls of conspiracy from Turk-
ish firms, many of which began to outsource 
their production to Chinese, Indian, Egyp-
tian and Bangladeshi firms.

The same result as that obtained by 
hand sanding of fabrics can be achieved with 
heavy-duty industrial equipment - but at a 
higher cost. Which is why firms prefer to shift 
the risks onto weaker and less well-protected 
workers. In a globalised economy, and where 
there are no binding international labour 
standards, the profit motive easily wins out 
over ethical considerations. 

No-one questions the importance of the 
ban introduced by the Turkish government. 

But it alone cannot eradicate the problem of 
illegal workshops and their reality shaped by 
a culture of exploitation and trampling on the 
most elementary rights. 

The government’s decision is the cul-
mination of pressure exerted by a commit-
tee set up by the workers concerned with the 
support of scientific and nongovernmental 
organizations, universities and trade unions. 
The committee is working to get the Turkish 
authorities to accept their share of responsi-
bility. Between 10 000 and 15 000 people are 
believed to work in Turkey’s denim industry. 
Many have contracted silicosis. The commit-
tee has emphasised the responsibilities of 
multinationals, SMEs and big fashion indus-
try names that cynically turn a blind eye to the 
reality of the subcontracting industries, and 
has drawn up a list of specific national and 
international demands. Specifically, it wants 
this type of work to be outlawed worldwide, 
and for International Labour Organization 
and the World Health Organization safety and 
health at work regulations and resolutions to 
be complied with. It also wants the govern-

ment to pay for tests, diagnosis and treatment 
of the disease contracted by workers, whether 
Turkish nationals, legal or illegal immigrants. 
It is calling for a tripartite commission of the 
relevant ministries and social partners to be 
set up as a matter of urgency to help work-
ers in dealing with officialdom. And it wants 
public authorities that have failed to carry out 
the necessary inspections and not performed 
their duties to be brought to justice. 

The European and International, Tex-
tile, Garment & Leather Workers' Federa-
tions are actively supporting the Turkish 
trade unions’ campaign to protect workers' 
health. They are running a trade union work-
place information and training programme 
in the worst-affected regions. They have also 
petitioned the health ministers of immigrant 
workers’ countries of origin for help through 
providing screening tests and appropriate 
healthcare. They are also encouraging pre-
vention programmes and calling for a guar-
anteed healthy and safe working environment 
in all countries. Because not a single worker 
more should be killed for the sake of jeans.•

Hand sandblasting was 
developed in Turkey in 
the 1990s as a more 
effective alternative to 
chemical fading – which 
gives a too-uniform 
effect – and cheaper 
than recent laser 
technology.
Image: © AFP
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Multinationals, SMEs and big fashion 
industry names cynically turn a blind 
eye to the reality of the subcontracting 
industries.
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An unholy alliance
of industry and science
Any discussion of asbestos always ends on 
the agonizing question: why wait so long? The 
first wake-up call was sounded over a century 
ago. Medical knowledge justified banning as-
bestos at least as far back as the 1960s. The 
estimated toll varies with the source, but the 
fact remains that millions of deaths could 
have been avoided.

The asbestos industry pleaded that it 
lacked sufficient data on the risks. The de-
tailed historical study by McCulloch and 
Tweedale, authors of a series on works on the 
topic, scotches this claim. Their study focuses 
on the three biggest Anglo-American firms in 
the industry: Johns-Manville, Turner & Ne-
wall and Cape Asbestos. A fourth – the giant 
European Eternit group – gets less forensic 
treatment, as does a fifth major player along-
side this “gang of four” – the Soviet State, 
which accounted for almost 40% of 20th cen-
tury world asbestos production.

The roots of the defence strategy put 
in place by the asbestos producers date back 
to the 1930s, when the first court cases were 
brought in the United States by workers suf-
fering from asbestosis. The industry went 
straight onto the front foot, but instead of 
taking preventive action, decided to steer 
medical research towards its agenda. In 1935, 
it set up the Air Hygiene Foundation, which 
organizes systematic co-operation between 
business and selected academic institutions 
in the United States. This set a template for 
later initiatives that can still be seen oper-
ating today across the world. This elaborate 
construction is about studying working con-
ditions in the industries concerned; putting 
forward measures for controlled use, includ-

ing by adopting exposure limits; lobbying 
government bodies; giving a veneer of science 
to propaganda designed to minimize the scale 
of the risks; and occasionally throwing the 
odd sop the way of trade unionists.

The industry had hard figures on as-
bestos-related diseases much earlier than the 
public authorities. Between 1929 and 1935, 
industry-commissioned studies found that 
about half of asbestos miners and asbestos 
textile workers would suffer a serious illness. 
Understanding the gravity of this situation 
for its bottom line, the industry set about con-
structing two myths.

One is that there is no asbestosis in Ca-
nadian asbestos mines. Industry claims that 
observing basic industrial hygiene rules is 
enough to eliminate the risk. The other is that 
asbestosis is a substantially less dangerous 
disease than silicosis, so there is no need for 
binding legislation.

The link between asbestos and lung can-
cer was first shown in the early 1940s, when 
Dr Leroy Gardner had white mice breathe in 
asbestos fibres; 80% developed lung cancer. 
His findings were reported to asbestos giant 
Johns-Manville, which kept them tightly un-
der wraps. 

Industry-funded research was not just 
done on laboratory animals; it also used hu-
man guinea-pigs. Tens of thousands of work-
ers exposed to asbestos were repeatedly 
studied over dozens of years. In addition to 
vital business funding, these “human re-
sources” were used as a corporate asset by 
industry groups and made available to some 
researchers, or denied to other more critical 
and independent ones. This may offer some 

explanation for the fairly mutually beneficial 
relationship between top epidemiologists like 
Richard Doll and the asbestos industry.

 The industry responded to the early 
studies on mesothelioma by creating a new 
myth: that chrysotile is a relatively harmless 
form of asbestos. An internal document of the 
North America section of the Asbestos Inter-
national Association says in so many words 
that what must be done is to “start to tell the 
chrysotile story and discredit other fibres”. 

The closing chapter leaves a bitter 
taste. One after another, the industry myths 
have been toppled. And yet world asbestos 
production has remained unchanged for the 
past fifteen-odd years. The industry has suc-
cessfully changed direction. Apart from in 
the former Soviet republics, asbestos has al-
most completely gone out of use in the indus-
trialized nations, but is increasing in Asia. 
Unlike before, the pro-asbestos crusade is 
now more State- than industry-led, spear-
headed by Canada with vigorous support 
from Brazil, Russia and China. 

— Laurent Vogel

Both books are 
available in the ETUI’s 
Documentation Centre. 
www.labourline.org 

Defending the 
indefensible: the global 
asbestos industry and 
its fight for survival
by Jock McCulloch and 
Geoff Tweedale, Oxford 
University Press, October 
2008, 336 p.
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Health –
a common good
unequally shared
Social inequalities in health rarely feature in 
general books for the lay public. But they are 
something that vitally affects us all, from cra-
dle to grave. To its great credit, this collective 
book makes a valuable contribution to a de-
bate that too seldom makes it onto the agen-
da. In fewer than 300 pages, the authors look 
at health inequalities in France from three 
angles. They show them at work throughout 
life from infancy to old age, painting a com-
pelling picture of their pervasiveness from 
early deaths from cancer through cardiovas-
cular disease to AIDS, not forgetting mental 
health. They single out the lack of systematic 
preventive activity, picking up on the impor-
tance of working and employment conditions, 
often the Cinderellas of public health policies 
seemingly uncertain of their own legitimacy 
to intervene in business management. 

Looking at the part played by work-
ing and employment conditions, the authors 
refrain from putting the whole emphasis on 
psychosocial conditions, and instead stress 
how they interact with the physical factors of 
production, arguing that the key to a preven-
tion policy lies in work organization. A look 
at the unequal distribution of domestic du-
ties between men and women, and how they 
interact with paid work, would have been 
welcome here.

Three of the many points made by this 
book are worth picking up on. 

Health inequalities are not on the way 
out in our societies. Access to care alone is 
not enough without a prevention policy on the 
collective determinants of health. Through-
out the 20th century, the trade union move-
ment rightly fought for social security sys-
tems that would provide access to health care. 
This remains a key aim, but it is not enough. 
As the introduction states, “social inequali-
ties in health are found as much in the case 
of illnesses where the healthcare system is ef-
fective, as those where it is less so”. Progress 
in diagnosis or treatment is sometimes seen 
to do no more than shuffle the inequalities 
around. Middle-class women have benefited 
greatly from advances in the early diagnosis 
of breast cancer, for example, closing the gap 

with the comparatively lower mortality of 
working class women for this disease.

Social inequalities in health are not 
confined to there being a chronically deprived 
section of the population. Public policies too 
frequently focus on social exclusion and its 
health impact. This results in emergency 
measures to address what are described as 
exceptional situations. Every winter, emer-
gency services for the homeless are brought 
into play, when the housing problem demands 
completely different answers. In reality, 
health inequalities are present in the popula-
tion as a whole. Looking from top to bottom 
of each level in the social hierarchy, a gradual 
deterioration of most health indicators can be 
seen. As the authors say, “the health of poor-
est is only the tip of the iceberg”.

Tackling social inequalities in health 
is not just a public health concern. The au-
thors emphasise the importance of a criti-
cal assessment of policies in a wide range of 
spheres, be it education, housing or agricul-
tural policy.

The authors show how France has 
built up data on social inequalities in health 
across a wide range of areas over the past 
decade. The knowledge gap with other 
countries – Britain and the Scandinavian 
countries in particular, which had a longer 
tradition of data collection and analysis – 
has largely been narrowed. Sadly, increased 
knowledge is no guarantee of a more ef-
fective policy. In the final analysis, health 
inequality always comes down to inequal-
ity straight and simple, and the policy re-
sponses that are made to it. 

— Laurent Vogel

Inégaux face 
à la santé
by Annette Leclerc, 
Monique Kaminski and 
Thierry Lang, Paris,  
éditions La Découverte, 
November 2008, 300 p.
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